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AGREEMENT
Agreement made by and between the State of
New York-Unified Court System (hereafter referred to
as "State") and The Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME (AFL-CIO)
(hereafter referred to as "Union").
The term "employees" shall hereafter refer to
employees within the State Judiciary negotiating unit as
defined in Article 1 of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 1
RECOGNITION
1..1 The State, pursuant to Article 14 of the Civil
Service Law (Public Employees' Fair Employment Act),
hereby acknowledges that it recognizes the Union as
the exclusive negotiating representative for collective
negotiations with respect to salaries, wages, hours and
other terms and conditions of employment for all full-
time and part-time employees in a single negotiating
unit consisting of:
All employees in Judicial Districts Three through
Eight, except those employees who have been
designated as managerial or confidential
pursuant to law; and all employees who served
in State-paid nonjudicial positions in the Unified
Court System prior to April 1, 1977 and all
employees who were paid by the County of
Orange, the County of Dutchess, the County of
Putnam, the City of Port Jervis, the City of New
Rochelle, the City of Newburgh, the City of
Middletown, the City of Poughkeepsie, the City
of Mount Vernon, the City of Peekskill, the City
of Beacon, the City of Rye, the City of Glen Cove
and the City of Long Beach, and similar
positions or titles thereafter created, except
those employees who have been, or hereafter
are, designated managerial or confidential
pursuant to law; whose job titles or positions are
set forth in Appendix A.
ARTICLE 2
STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PURPOSE
2.1 It is the policy of the State to continue
harmonious and cooperative relationships with its
employees and to insure the orderly and uninterrupted
operations of government. This policy is effectuated by
the provisions of the Public Employees' Fair
Employment Act granting public employees the rights
of organization and collective representation concerning
2
the determination of the terms and conditions of their
employment. .
2.2 The State and the Union now desire to enter
into an agreement reached through collective
negotiations which will have for its purposes, among
others, the following:
(a) To recognize the legitimate interests of the
employees of the State to participate through collective
negotiations in the determination of the terms and
conditions of their employment.
(b) To promote fair and reasonable working
conditions.
(c) To promote individual efficiency and service
to the citizens of the State.
(d) To avoid interruption or interference with the
efficient operations of the State's business.
(e) To provide a basis for the adjustment of





The State and the Union agree, pursuant to
Section 208 of the Civil Service Law, that the Union
shall have unchallenged representation status for the
maximum period permitted by law on the date of
execution of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 4
EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION RIGHTS
4.1 Exclusive Right to Negotiate. The Union
shall have the exclusive right to negotiate with respect
to salaries, wages, hours and other terms and
conditions of employment on behalf of those employees
it represents under this Agreement and the State shall
not negotiate or meet with any' other employee
organization with reference to terms and conditions of
employment of employees represented by the Union
under this Agreement.
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4.2 Payroll Deduction. The Union shall have
exclusive payroll deduction of membership dues and
insurance premiums with this privilege accorded to no
other employee organization. Payroll deductions shall
also be provided without service charge for savings and
loans to credit unions as authorized in writing by an
employee and in accordance with the Rules of the
Comptroller. Further, to the extent allowed by law,
payroll deductions shall also be provided without
service charge for approved Individual Retirement
Accounts, Deferred Compensation Programs and the
P.E.O.P.L.E. Program, as authorized in writing by an
employee and in accordance with the Rules of the
Comptroller.
4.3 Bulletin Boards.
(a) The State shall provide a reasonable amount
of exclusive bulletin board space in an accessible place
in each. area occupied by a substantial number of
employees for the purpose of posting bulletins, notices
and material issued by the Union, which shall be signed
by a designated official of the Union. In addition, the
State shall provide a reasonable amount of space in
accessible locations where the Union may place its own
exclusive bulletin boards at no cost to the State. No
material shall be posted which is defamatory of the
State or its representatives, or which constitutes
election campaign material for or against any person,
organization or faction thereof. Until such time as a
bona fide representation petition has been filed with the
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Public Employment Relations Board, no other
employee organization except employee organizations
which have been certified or recognized as the
representative for collective negotiations for other State
employees employed at such locations, shall have the
right to post material upon State bulletin boards.
(b) The number and location of bulletin boards
as well as arrangements with reference to placing
material thereon and removing material therefrom, shall
be subject to mutual understandings, provided,
however, that any material objected to by the State
shall be removed, which removal may be contested
pursuant to the contract grievance procedure provided
for herein.
4.4 Meeting Space. Where there is appropriate
available meeting space in buildings owned, leased or
used by the State, the Union will be accorded the
privilege of usiJ:lg such space for specific meetings in
the Court of Appeals, subject to the consent of the
Clerk of the Court; in the Appellate Divisions, subject to
the consent of the Presiding Justice; in the Court of
Claims subject to the consent of the Presiding Judge;
in all other courts subject to the consent of the District
Administrative Judge or an appropriate local Judge,
provided, that there is no extraordinary expense
incurred by the State in the furnishing of such space,
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and written request for the use of such space is made
in advance to the appropriate approving authority as set
forth above.
4.5 Access to Employees. The Union shall, on
an exclusive basis, have access during working hours
to employees it represents, to consult regarding
membership services and programs under mutually
developed arrangements in the Court of Appeals with
the consent of the Clerk of the Court: in the Appellate
Divisions with the consent of the Presiding Justice; in
the Court of Claims with the consent of the Presiding
Judge; and in all other courts with the consent of the
District Administrative Judge or an appropriate local
Judge. Any such arrangements shall insure that such
access shall not interfere with work duties or
performance and shall be reasonably controlled.
4.6 Employee Lists. The State shall furnish to
the Union, without charge, upon written request, but not
more than quarterly, information showing the name,
home address, negotiating unit designation, social
security number, payroll agency, title, salary and work
location, if and when available, of all employees
covered by this Agreement. The State shall provide to
the Union a monthly list of new employee names and
work locations.
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4.7 Employee Organization Leave. Employee
organization leave is excused leave from work time for
authorized Union business for purposes set forth below,
subject to the reasonable operating needs of the court
or court-related agency:
(a) The Union shall designate at least quarterly,
in writing, those employees who are authorized to take
employee organization leave. The Chief of Employee
Relations shall establish uniform procedures regarding
the maintenance and submission of monthly reports of
employee organization leave.
(b) Individuals duly designated by the Union shall
be permitted to perform the following functions subject
to the reasonable operating needs of the court or court-
related agency without loss of payor other employee
benefits, except as limited by Section 4.7(d):
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(1) To investigate grievances, assist in their
early resolution, and to process them at all levels of the
grievance procedure.
(2) To participate in meetings of the
Labor/Management Committee.
(3) To meet or confer with the Chief
Administrative Judge or any of his/her representatives
on matters affecting labor-management relations.
where such meetings or conferences have been
previously approved by the Chief Administrative Judge.
(4) To negotiate. prepare for negotiations. or .
confer with the Chief of Employee Relations or his/her
representative. and to participate in fact-finding or other'
collective bargaining impasse procedures.
(5) To confer with and/or appear before PERS.
Department of Audit and Control, New York State
Employees Retirement System, and the Civil Service
Commission on matters which may have any effect on
labor-management relations.
(6) To confer with and/or appear before any
Federal wage regulatory agency or Occupational Health
and Safety Commission.
(7) To attend award, honor, graduating and
promotional ceremonies as employee representatives,
provided that no more than ten workdays in any
calendar year are used for such purposes.
(8) To attend funerals and memorial services for
employees who are killed in the line of duty (officers of
the Union and an honor guard and such others as the
Chief of Employee Relations may approve).
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(9) To engage in any other activity which may be
approved by the Chief of Employee Relations
consistent with the. conduct of labor-management
relations.
(10) To attend meetings as a trustee of the.Union
Employee Benefit Fund, up to four such meetings per
year.
(11) CSEA delegates, State employee members
of its Board of Directors required by CSEA bylaws to be
present at delegate meetings, Sergeants-at-Arms and
assistants, members of its Resolutions, Social and
Credentials Committees, shall be granted employee
organization leave for delegate meetings, workshops,
and training programs, including reasonable travel time
for all such meetings. Under special circumstances and
upon advance request, additional' employee
organization leave for additional meetings may be
granted by the Chief of Employee Relations.
(12) Each State employee member of CSEA's
State Executive Committee or Board of Directors shall
be granted a reasonable amount of employee
organization leave for time actually spent at meetings
of such board and its committees or State Executive
Committee up to a maximum of ten days for each year
of the term of this Agreement plus travel time. Eleven
10
CSEA representatives will be granted leave to meet in
Executive Council. .
(13) No more than ten State employee members
of CSEA standing, ad hoc and special committees shall
be granted a reasonable amount of employee
organization leave for time actually spent at meetings
of such committees, plus travel time, for the term of this
Agreement. The grant of such leave shall be subject to
the reasonable operating needs of the unit. The Chief
of Employee Relations and the Union or their
designees, shall determine annually in December the
committees which will be operative for the forthcoming
year and therefore eligible for leave in accordance with
this paragraph.
(1.4) Conferences with counsel to prepare fortrial
or a hearing or attendance as a witness in an action
commenced by or against the Union concerning a
claimed violation of the interpretation of this Agreement
or a reclassification of employees.
(15) Four State employees shall be granted a
reasonable amount of employee organization leave for
the biannual AFSCME convention.
(16) Subject to the reasonable operating needs
of the court or court-related agency, the Union shall be
II
granted up to one hour to meet with new employees, in
the first six months of service, during working hours, to
explain Union services, programs and benefits.
(c) Individuals duly designated by the Union shall
be granted leave without pay to perform the following
function: to attend Welfare Trustee Conferences offered
by a recognized foundation, up to a maximum of two
conferences per year per trustee.
(d) Individuals duly designated and authorized in
writing by the Union shall be granted employee
organization leave for time actually spent performing
appropriate employee relations functions as specified
in Section 4.7(b), provided that such time shall not
exceed five hours per represented employee per year
and, provided further, that effective April 2, 1999,
unused time shall be carried over from one fiscal year
to the next for the term of this Agreement. If employee
organization leave is utilized beyond such amount, the
Union shall have 30 days to determine whether to repay
such amount to the State in cash as provided below or
through a charge to the accrued annual leave credits or
compensatory time credits of the employee who was
absent from work performing such appropriate
employee relations functions. Provided, however, that
if an employee does not have sufficient annual leave or
compensatpry time credits to cover such absence from
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work, appropriate deductions shall be taken from
subsequent paychecks. Provided further, however, that
if the Union chooses to reimburse the State in cash for
such excess time used, such payment shall be based
on the hoiJrly rate of the individual for whom such
reimbursement is made. Such reimbursement by the
Union shall be made within 30 days after the State has
notified the Union by certified mail that a deficit exists.
If the Union fails to make such cash payment within 30
days and the Union has not notified the State that a
dispute exists concerning the amount of employee
organization leave due and owing, the State shall make
an appropriate deduction from the affected employee's
leave credits or subsequent paychecks. The hourly rate
shall be determined by dividing an employee's basic
annual salary plus any additional compensation
payable because of hours of work or location by 1,827.
If the Union notifies the State within 30 days that a
dispute exists concerning the amount of employee
organization leave due and owing, then the Union must
simultaneously notify the State whether it chooses to
place the disputed amount of cash or leave credits in
escrow pending resolution of the dispute by arbitration
pursuant to Article 15 of the Agreement. The Union may
elect to place a certified check for the full disputed
amount in an escrow account which the State selects.
If the Union does not make a timely election when it
notifies the State. within 30 days of notification of the
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overage of a dispute, the State will automatically freeze
the disputed amount of leave credits of affected
employees. Such leave credits cannot be used by
affected employees while frozen and such leave credits
will not be released until there is a final resolution of the
dispute. In scheduling the use of employee organization
leave time for such appropriate employee relations
functions, the State shall use its best efforts to




. Except as expressly limited by other provisions
of this Agreement, all of the authority, rights and
responsibilities possessed by the State are retained by
it, including but not limited to, the right to determine the
mission, purposes, objectives and policies of the State;
to determine the facilities, methods, means and number
of personnel required for the conduct of State Judiciary
programs; to administer the Merit System, including the
examination, selection, recruitment, hiring, appraisal,
training, retention, promotion, assignment or transfer of
employees pursuant to law; to direct, deploy and utilize
the work force; to establish specifications for each class
14
of positions and to classify or reclassify and to allocate
or reallocate new or existing positions in accordance
with law, and to discipline or discharge employees in




6.1 The Union shall not engage in a strike, nor
. cause, instigate, encourage or condone a strike.
6:2 The Union shall exert its best efforts to
prevent and terminate any strike.
6:3 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be
construed to limit the rights, remedies or duties of the
State or the rights, remedies or duties of the Union or
employees under State law.
ARTICLE 7
COMPENSATION
7.1 The State and the Union shall prepare,
secure introduction, and recommend passage by the
15
Legislature of such legislation as may be appropriate
and necessary to provide the benefits described in this
Article.
7.2 The lag payroll shall continue. Repayment of
such lagged salary shall be made when an employee
leaves State service. The employee's final salary check
shall be paid at the employee's then-current salary rate
and shall be issued at the end of the payroll period next .
following the payroll period in which service is
discontinued.
7.3 Performance \Evaluation.
(a) The State shall continue to utilize a
performance evaluation system for all employees. All
increments, longevity increments and bonuses shall be
conditioned on ratings pursuant to the performance
evaluation system as provided herein. The procedures
are contained in Appendix B of this Agreement. Such
performance evaluation system shall provide for an
annual initial and annual final employee performance
review by a supervisor. Additional informal reviews are
encouraged. No increment or longevity payment
normally due under Section 37 of the Judiciary Law and
provided for in this Agreement or bonus payable under
Section 7.10 of this Agreement shall be released unless
an employee receives a final annual rating greater than
16
unsatisfactory under the State's performance evaluation
system. An employee will receive a copy of the
performance evaluation form. An unsatisfactory rating
in one year will not be a bar to increments, longevity
payments or bonuses in future years, if eligible.
(b) A written appeal of an unsatisfactory
performance evaluation review shall be made within ten
workdays of the receipt of the final performance
evaluation form. Such appeal shall be made on a form
acceptable to the State and the Union to a panel to be
composed of one Union representative, one
management representative and one third-party neutral
to be designated by agreement of the parties. The
panel shall review whether the unsatisfactory
performance evaluation was a reasonable
determination by the supervisor considering the
performance evaluation form and the written appeal
form. The panel may determine, in its discretion, that
additional information, oral argument or witnesses are
necessary to make an adequate review. The panel shall
determine in writing on an expedited basis whether the
unsatisfactory rating shall be sustained or denied.
Such decision shall be final and binding and
unreviewable in any other forum.
7.4(a) Effective March 31, 1999, a new salary
schedule shall be established which will consist of a
17
hiring rate, six interim steps, a maximum rate, a first
longevity step and a second longevity step.
(b) Effective April 1, 1999, or on a different day
of the biweekly period for administrative convenience
as provided for in Section 200( 1) of the State Finance
Law, each graded employee eligible for an increment
pursuant to Section 37 of the Judiciary Law whose
performance is rated higher than unsatisfactory shall
receive such increment based on the salary schedule
in effect on March 31, 1999, added to basic annual
salary.
(c) Effective October f, 1999, or on a different
day of the biweekly period for administrative
convenience as provided for in Section 200(1) of the
State Finance Law, the basic annual salary of each
employee shall be increased by 3.0%' or $800,
whichever is greater. Such percentage increase shall
be added to the salary schedule.
(d) Effective as soon as practicable following the
execution of this Agreement, each employee in active
status on the date of execution shall receive a bonus of
$500, which shall not be a part of basic annual salary
but which shall be pensionable.
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7.5(a) Effective April 1, 2000, or on a different
day of the biweekly period for administrative
convenience as provided for in Section 200(1) of the
State Finance Law, each graded employee eligible for
an increment pursuant to Section 37 of the Judiciary
Law whose performance is rated higher than
unsatisfactory shall receive such increment based on
the salary schedule in effect on March 31 , 2000, added
to basic annual salary.
(b) Effective April 1, 2000, or on a different day
of the biweekly period for administrative convenience
as provided for in Section 200(1) of the State Finance
Law, the basic annual salary of each employee on
April 1, 2000, shall be increased by 3.0% or $850,
whichever is greater. Such percentage increase shall
be added to the salary schedule.
7.6(a) Effective April 1, 2001, or on a different
day of the biweekly period for administrative
convenience as provided for in Section 200( 1) of the
State Finance Law, each graded employee eligible for
an increment pursuant to Section 37 of the Judiciary
law, whose performance is rated higher than
unsatisfactory, shall receive such increment, based on
the salary schedule in effect on March 31,2001, added
to basic annual salary.
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(b) Effective April 1, 2001, or on a different day
of the biweekly period for administrative convenience
as provided for in Section 200(1) of the State Finance
Law, the basic annual salary of each employee on
April 1, 2001, shall be increased by 3.5% or $900,
whichever is greater. Such percentage increase shall
be added to the salary schedule.
7.7(a) Effective April 1, 2002, or on a different
day of the biweekly period for administrative
convenience as provided for in Section 200(1) of the
State Finance Law, each graded employee eligible for
an increment pursuant to Section 37 of the Judiciary
Law, whose performance is rated higher than
unsatisfactory, shall receive such increment, based on
the salary schedule in effect on March 31, 2002, added
to basic annual salary.
(b) Effective April 1, 2002, or on a different day
of the biweekly period for administrative convenience
as provided for in Section 200(1) of the State Finance
Law, the basic annual salary of each employee on April
1,2002, shall be increased by 3.5% or $900, whichever




(a) The location differential in effect on March 31,
1999, payable to each employee assigned to a
workstation in the City of New York or Nassau, Suffolk,
Rockland or Westchester County, shall remain in effect
except as modified below. Employees assigned to a
workstation in Monroe County who, on March 31, 1985,
received a $200 per annum differential, shall continue
to receive such location differential in the amount of
$200 per annum so long as they continue to be
assigned to a workstation in Monroe County.
Employees assigned to a workstation in Monroe County
on or after April 1 , 1985, shall not be entitled to receive
a location differential.
.
(b) Effective April 1,2000; the State shall pay, in
addition to basic annual salary, a location differential of
$1,000 per aflnum (prorated for employees working
less than full time) to each employee assigned to a
workstation within an eligible geographic area excluding
Monroe County.
(c) Effective April 1,2001, the State shall pay, in
addition to basic annual salary, a location differential of
$1 ,100 per annum (prorated for employees working
less than full time) to each employee assigned to a
21
workstation within an eligible geographic area excluding
Monroe County.
(d) Effective April 1,2002, the State shall"pay, in
addition to basic annual salary, a location differential of
$1,200 per annum (prorated for employees working
less than full time) to each employee assigned to a
workstation within an eligible geographic area excluding
Monroe County.
(e) In the event that the Executive Branch
extends a location differential benefit to its employees
who are assigned to a workstation in Dutchess, Putnam
or Orange County and represented by the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc., the issue of extending the
location differential to similarly situated UCS employees
shall be subject to reopened negotiations during the
term of this Agreement.
7.9 Shin lDinei"eniiSlI. There shall be a shift
differential of ten percent (10%) for all employees
covered by this Agreement for all regularly scheduled
hours worked between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. with more
than one hour of work between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m.
An employee receiving overtime compensation
(cash or compensatory time) shall not receive a shift
differential for such work but shall receive such
22
overtime payor compensatory time if eligible under
Article 10.
7.10 Longevity Bonus. Effective April 1, 1999,
an employee who has at least 20 years of continuous
service in the Unified Court System and who has
served the equivalent of 120 workdays in each fiscal
year for which eligibility is being determined, shall
receive an annual payment of $1,500 (prorated for
employees working less than full time at the time of
payment) beginning on April 1, 1999, or as soon
thereafter as is practicable, which payment shall not be
added to basic annual salary but which shall be
pensionable. For the purpose of this section, a break in
continuous service shall not include a resignation
followed by re-employment within one year.
ARTICLE 8
HEALTH INSURANCE
8.1 (a) The State shall continue to provide health
and prescription drug benefits administered by the
Department of Civil Service. Except as provided below,
employees enrolled in such plans shall receive health
insurance benefits to the same extent, at the same
contribution level, and in the same form, including the
23
Benefits Management Program, that the majority of
represented Executive Branch employees covered by
such plans receive such benefits and prescription drug
benefits to the same extent, at the same contribution
level, and in the same form that State Executive Branch
managerial and confidential employees receive such
benefits.
(b) Effective as soon as practicable following the
execution of this Agreement:
(1) Office visit charges by participating providers
will be subject to an $8 copayment per covered
individual.
(2) All covered surgical procedures rendered by
participating providers during any visit will be subject to
an $8 copayment.
(3) In the event that there is both an office visit
charge and an office surgery charge by a participating
provider in any single visit, the covered individual will be
subject to a single $8 copayment.
(4) All covered outpatient radiology services
rendered by participating providers during any visit will
be subject to an $8 copayment.
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(5) All covered outpatient laboratory services
rendered by participating providers during any visit will
be subject to an $8 copayment.
(6) All covered outpatient radiology services and
laboratory services rendered by a participating provider
during a single visit will be subject to a single $8
copayment.
8.2 Effective October 1, 1993, either party may
seek to reopen negotiations to consider alternatives, if
any, to the Empire Plan and/or to consider the
enhancements which can be provided to the Empire
Plan.
8.3. The joint committee composed of
representatives from the State and all unions
representing nonjudicial employees of the Unified Court
System shall continue. This committee shall investigate
and make recommendations concerning health
insurance-related issues including the elimination or
duplication of State-provided and Employee Benefit
Fund benefits, the restructuring of benefits or additional
benefits, provided such recommendations shall not
increase the total cost of such benefits to the State, and
the establishment of short-term and long-term disability
insurance programs and wellness programs.
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8.4 The issue of an annual Health Insurance
Buy-Out Program shall be subject to reopened
negotiations during the term of the Agreement should
a similar benefit become permanently available to
Executive Branch employees represented by the Civil
Service Employees Association, Inc.
8.5 The State and the Union have agreed to
participate in a pilot Health Option Program for calendar
year 2001. Under this pilot program employees will be
permitted to receive a credit of up to $300 toward their
health insurance premiums by electing to reduce their
sick leave accrual earning rate from 13 to ten days for
calendar year 2001 . Employees who elect to participate
in this pilot program must make such election by
November 1, 2000. The State shall advise the Union by
October 1, 2001 if this program will be conti.nued.
ARTICLE 9
TIME AND LEAVE
-9.1 (a) Attendance. The Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support or
hislher designee shall establish uniform procedures
regarding the maintenance and submission of time and
attendance records. Upon establishment of such
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uniform procedures, all employees shall maintain time
and attendance records in a form set forth. by. the
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for ~anagement
Support in accordance with his/her procedures. Until
such uniform procedures are established, current
practices regarding time and attendance records shall
be continued.
(b) Tardiness.
(1) The Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support or his/her designee may
establish rules and schedules of penalties for tardiness.
Such rules and schedules shall be established after
consultation with the Union at Labor/Management
Committee meetings. Penalties imposed pursuant to
such rules and schedules shall not preclude disciplinary
action in cases of excessive tardiness.
(2) In the event of public transportation
difficulties, traffic difficulties (limited to traffic accidents
or hazardous road conditions not related to weather),
strikes, severe storms or floods (including public
transportation or traffic difficulties caused by them), or
similar uncontrollable conditions affecting employees,
tardiness may be excused by the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
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the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, or the
District Administrative Judge.
(3) Employees shall charge tardiness to accrued
qnnual leave on a minute-for minute basis; provided,
however, that tardiness may be excused as provided in
subsection (2) above.
(c) The Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, the District Administrative
Judge or an appropriate local Judge shall excuse a
reasonable amount of tardiness caused by direct
emergency duties of duly authorized volunteer
firefighters and volunteer ambulance drivers. In such
cases, he/she may require the employee to submit
satisfactory evidence that the lateness was due to such
emergency duties.
9.2 Annual Leave.
(a) Employees shall be entitled to combined
vacation, personal, business and religious holiday leave
of 20 days annually and, unless otherwise provided in
this section, shall be entitled to one additional day for
each completed year of continuous service in the
Unified Court System up to a maximum of 27 workdays
annually.
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Employees heretofore officially entitled to receive
additional annual leave and religious holiday leave days
may continue to receive such leave, provided that such
leave is limited to a maximum of 30 days annual leave
and three' days religious holidays per year. Such
employees shall not be eligible for the additional annual
leave days provided under Sections 9.2(i) and 9.2(j) of
this Agreement. Religious holiday leave days shall be
credited on a calendar year basis. Such days'only may
be used in the calendar year in which they are credited,
and may not be carried over from one calendar year to
the next. Religious holiday leave days only may be
used for recognized days of religious observance for
which the faith requires its members to make religious
observance. '
A part-time, per diem or hourly employee eligible
to earn annual leave credits pursuant to Section 9.2(g)
shall earn annual leave credits as provided herein but
his/her total pay when absent on such leave shall be
the amount which would have been due him/her if
he/she had worked his/her usual number of' hours or
days during such period.
(b) A leave of absence without pay, or a
resignation followed by re-employment in the Unified
Court System within one year following such leave of
absence or resignation, shall not constitute an
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interruption of continuous service for the purposes of
this section; provided, however, that leave without pay
for more than six months or the period between
resignation and re-employment, during which the
employee is not in the serVice of the Unified Court
System, shall not be counted in determining eligibility
for additional annual leave credits under this section.
(c) After the anniversary date on which an
employee has been credited with seven days of
additional annual leave credits, he/she shall thereafter
earn annual leave for completed biweekly pay periods
at a rate which will equal 27 days for 26 such pay
periods.
(d) Effective with the execution of this
Agreement. no accumulation of annual leave credits in
excess of 54 days may be carried over from one fiscal
year to the next. Any such accumulation in excess of 54
days at the end of a fiscal year shall be converted into
sick leave. The Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, the District Administrative
Judge or an appropriate local Judge may grant an
employee specific permission to exceed the 54-day
maximum for a period of no longer than one year where
the needs of the court or court-related agency require
that the employee postpone his/her vacation.
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(e)(i) The time at which annual leave may be
drawn by an employee shall be subject to the prior
approval of the Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, the District Administrative
Judge or an appropriate local Judge.
(ii) Assignment of annual leave, compensatory
time, holiday work or flexible time shall be made at the
times desired by an employee to the extent practicable
in light of the needs of the court or court-related facility
involved to provide the services it is charged to provide.
In the event that more employees request the same
time off than can be reasonably spared for operating
reasons, such time off will be granted to such
employee~ who can reasonably be spared in order of
seniority. If two or more employees in the same title
have the same length of service in the Unified Court
System, a conflict in scheduling shall be resolved by lot.
Prior service which was credited by the Unified Court
System on April 1, 1977 will be used in determining
lengthof service. .
(iii)To assist in the scheduling of annual leave,
a court or court-related facilitymay establish, locally, an
annual date or dates, period or periods by which or
withinwhich an employee must request time offin order
to have his/her seniority considered. In no event shall
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a deadline for filing requests for annual leave be
established beyond April 1st of each year.
(iv) The court or court-related facility shall
respond, in writing, to all requests for annual leave
within 15 workdays of the established date or dates,
period or periods. If an employee's properly submitted
request for annual leave is denied, the employee will be
given the reason for such denial in writing.
(v) Any request for annual leave submitted after
the deadline established for filing requests for annual
leave, shall be granted at the discretion of the court or
court-related facility, without regard to seniority.
(f) As far as practicable, annual leave credits
shall be used prior to appointment, promotion,
reassignment or transfer to a different court or court-
related agency. The court or court-related agency to
which an employee is appointed, promoted, reassigned
or transferred shall credit him/her with all of his/her
accumulated annual leave credits not used prior to such
appointment, promotion, reassignment or transfer.
(g) f>Sli"~-if'Dme De~ini~ion. Employees
compensated on a part-time, per diem or hourly basis
who are employed at least half time and who are
expected by the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
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Management Support to be so employed continuously
for nine months without a break in service exceeding
one full payroll period shall be eligible to observe
holidays and to accrue pro rata annual leave and sick
leave subject to the same limitations and restrictions as
would apply if they were compensated on an annual
salary basis.
(h) Seniority. The term "seniority" shall hereafter
refer to the length of an employee's service in the
Unified Court System. Service credited with the Unified
Court System effective April 1, 1977 shall be included
when computing length of service.
(i) An employee who has completed 25 years of
Unified Court System or State service shall be entitled
to one (1} additional annual leave day each year.
G) An employee who has completed 30 years of
Unified Court System or State service shall be entitled
to one (1) additional annual leave day each year, in
addition to the one (1) additional annual leave day
provided in Section 9.2(i).
(k) Annual leave accruals shall be used in units
of not less than 15 minutes.
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(~ Employees entering the service of the Unified
Court System shall be entitled to accrue annual leave,
retroactive to their date of entry, only after they have
completed 13 biweekly pay periods of service. An
employee shall not earn annual leave credits for any
biweekly pay period unless he/she is in full pay status
for at least seven workdays during such biweekly pay
period.
(m) In the event the State determines that it will
recess operations in a particular court or courts for at
least four consecutive workdays, it may require
employees during such recess to charge up to four
days annual leave in each fiscal year.
9.3 SDc~ leSl\fe.
(a)(i) Sick leave is absence' with pay
necessitated by the illness or disability of the employee
including illness or disability caused by pregnancy or
childbirth.
(ii) Effective with the execution of this
Agreement, an employee shall be allowed to charge a
maximum of ten days of sick leave in anyone calendar
year for' absences from work in the event of illness of
the employee's spouse; domestic partner; natural,
foster or step: parent or child; or any relative residing
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with the employee. Such leave is subject to notice to
the supervisor in accordance with Section 9.3(c) and
will be used by the employee to enable the employee to
care for a family member as defined herein during a
time of illness. Sick leave used for this purpose shall be
charged separately as part of uniform time and
attendance procedures.
(b) Employees shall earn sick leave credits at the
rate of one-half day per biweekly pay period. No more
than 165 days of such credits may be used for
retirement service credit unless a greater benefit is
provided by law, UCS rule or UCS regulation, and no
more than 200 days of such credits may be used to pay
for health insurance in retirement. An employee shall
not earn sick leave credit for any biweekly pay period
unless he/she is .in full-pay status for at least seven (7)
workdays during such biweekly pay period. A part-time,
per diem or hourly employee eligible to earn sick leave
credits pursuant to Section 9.2(g) shall earn sick leave
credits as provided herein, but his/her total pay when
absent on such leave shall be the amount which would
have been due him/her if he/she had worked his/her
usual number of hours or days during such period.
(c) Call-In. An employee absent on sick leave
shall notify his/her supervisor, or the supervisor's
designee if appointed, of such absence and the reason
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therefor on the day of such absence and within sixty
minutes after the beginning of his/her workday;
provided, however, that where the work is such that a
substitute may be required, the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge or an appropriate local Judge may
require earlier notification, but not earlier than two hours
prior to the beginning of the employee's workday. Sick
leave credits may be used in such units as the Clerk of
the Court of Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an
Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of
Claims, the District Administrative Judge or an
appropriate local Judge may approve, but shall not be
used in units of less than 15 minutes.
(d) Before absence for personal illness may be
charged against accumulated sick leave credits, the
Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the Presiding Justice of
an Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court
of Claims, the District Administrative Judge or an
appropriate local Judge may require such proof of
illness as may be satisfactory to him/her or may require
the employee to be examined, at the expense of the
State, by a physician designated by the Clerk of the
Court of Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an Appellate
Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims,
the District Administrative Judge or an appropriate local
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Judge provided, however, the State will not routinely
require proof of illness for absences of three days or
less. In the event of failure to submit proof of illness
upon request, or in the event that, upon such proof as
is submitted or upon the report of medical examination,
the Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the Presiding Justice
of an Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the
Court of Claims, the District Administrative Judge or an
appropriate local Judge finds that there is not
satisfactory evidence of illness sufficient to justify the
employee's absence from the performance of his/her
duties, such absence may be considered as
unauthorized leave and shall not be charged against
accumulated sick leave credits. Abuse of sick leave
shall be cause for disciplinary action.
(~) The Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, the District Administrative
Judge or an appropriate local Judge may require any
employee who has been absent because of personal
illness, prior to and as a condition of his/her return to
duty, to be examined, at the expense of the State by a
physician designated by the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge or an appropriate local Judge, to
establish that he/she is not disabled from the
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performance of his/her normal duties and that his/her
return to duty will not jeopardize the health of other
employees. The State will notify the Union of the name
of the physician chosen and if the Union elects, it may
recommend an alternate physician. The Clerk of the
Court of Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an Appellate
Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims,
the District Administrative Judge or an appropriate local
Judge before final designation of the physician, will
consider the recommendation of the Union.
(f) In addition to personal illness of an employee,
personal visits to a doctor or dentist, or other medical
practitioner by the employee when approved by the
Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the Presiding Judge of an
Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of
Claims, the District Administrative Judge or an
appropriate local Judge, may be charged against
accumulated sick leave credits. Proof of such visit for
such absence, satisfactory to the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, the Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge or an appropriate local Judge may
be required.
(g) When an employee is transferred or
reassigned, his/her accumulated sick leave credits shall
be transferred with him/her. When an employee is
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separated from service, for other than disciplinary
reasons, and is subsequently reinstated or reemployed
within one year after such separation or is reinstated by
action of the Chief Administrative Judge, or is reinstated
or reemployed while eligible for reinstatement from a
preferred list, his/her sick leave credits accumulated
and unused at the time of his/her separation shall be
restored.
(h) Advancement of Sick Leave. The Deputy
Chief Administrative Judge (depending on the work
location of the employee, for Courts Within or Outside
New York City)' or his/her designee may, in his/her
discretion, advance sick leave credits to an employee
absent due to personal illness who has exhausted
his/her accumulated sick leave, annual leave and
overtime credits. Such advanced sick leave credits shall
be repaid, as soon as practicable after the employee's
return to duty, from subsequent accumulations of time
credits. The outstanding unrepaid sick leave credits
advanced to any employee under the provisions of this
section shall not at any time exceed the amount
earnable in one year of service. Upon termination of the
1 For employees working within the Office of Court
Administration, the decision forthe advancement of sick
leave will be made by the Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge (Courts Outside New York City).
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employee's services, any such advanced sick leave not
offset by subsequent accumulations of sick leave,
annual leave, compensatory time and overtime credits
shall be deducted from salary or wages due the
employee.
An employee who has been denied leave
pursuant to this section shall have ten calendar days
from the receipt of such denial within which to submit,
in writing, additional information in support of his/her
request for leave under this section to the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge. The appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge shall respond to this
second request within 15 days. The decision of the
appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge shall not
be grievable or otherwise reviewable.
(i) Sick Leave at Half Pay. The Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge (depending on the work location
of the employee, for Courts Within or Outside New York
City)2 or his/her designee may, in his/her discretion,
grant sick leave at half pay for personal illness to an
employee having not less than one year of service,
2 For employees working within the Office of Court
Administration, the decision for the granting of sick
leave 'at half-pay will be made by the Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge (Courts Outside New York City).
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provided all of his/her sick leave, annual leave,
compensatory time and overtime credits have been
exhausted. Provided further, however, that the
cumulative total of all sick leave at half pay granted to
any employee during his/her service shall not exceed
one pay period for each completed six months of
service. Any such sick leave at half pay granted shall
be from the employee's current position.
An employee requesting sick leave at half pay
shall submit his/her request for such sick leave benefit
to the Chief Clerk on forms to be established by the
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for Management
Support. A decision shall be made within 15 days after
the request is properly submitted. In the event a request
for sick leave at half-pay is rejected, written notice of
such rejection shall be sent to the employee and a copy
to the Union. An employee who has been denied leave
pursuant to this section shall have ten calendar days
from the receipt of such denial within which to submit,
in writing, additional information in support of his/her
request for leave under this section to the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge. The appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge shall respond to this
second request within 15 days. The decision of the
appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge shall not
be grievable or otherwise reviewable.
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Any such sick leave at half pay granted pursuant
to this section shall be repaid, as soon as practicable
after the employee's return to duty, from subsequent
accumulations of sick leave and compensatory time
credits at the full rate of accumulation and annual leave
credits at one-half the rate of accumulation. Upon
termination of the employee's services as a result of
resignation, retirement or involuntary separation (other
than by reason of death), any such sick leave at half
pay not offset by subsequent accumulations of sick
leave, annual leave, compensatory time credits and
overtime credits, shall be deducted from the salary or
wages due the employee including, but not limited to,
payments for lag payroll, but only to the extent that such
payments are due the employee.
This section shall not be construed to require
extension of any employment beyond the time at which
it would otherwise terminate by operation of law, rule or
regulation.
0) ~U1CSlpSlci~Slied [Employees.
(1) When there is reason to believe that an
employee to whom the disciplinary procedures of this
Agreement apply is physically and/or mentally disabled
from performing the duties of his/her position, the
appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts
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Within or Outside New York City) may require such
employee to undergo a physical and/or psychiatric
examination at the expense of the State, to be
conducted by a medical officer selected by the Chief
Administrative Judge or his/her designee, to establish
whether he/she is able to perform the full duties of
his/her position and/or whether his/her continued
presence on the job will jeopardize the health and
safety of himself/herself or other employees.
(2) Where the continued presence of an
employee on the job represents a potential danger to
persons or property or would significantly interfere with
operations, the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge (Courts Within or Outside New York City) may
place such employee on an involuntary leave of
absence. immediately, provided, however, that the
employee shall be entitled to draw all accumulated and
unused sick leave, annual leave, compensatory time,
overtime credits and other time allowances standing to
his/her credit. If such employee is finally determined to
be physically and mentally fit to perform the duties of
his/her position, he/she shall be restored to his/her
position and shall have any leave credits or salary that
he/she may have lost because of such involuntary
leave of absence restored to him/her, less any
compensation he/she may have earned in other
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employment or occupation and any unemployment
benefits he/she may have received during such period.
(3) An employee who is temporarily disabled
from performing the full duties of his/her position may,
as far as practicable, be assigned to in-title and related
duties in the same title during the period of the
employee's disability. If a suitable position is not
available, the State may offer the employee any
available opportunity for appointment to another title for
which the employee is qualified pursuant to applicable
rules of the Chief Administrative Judge. If no suitable
position is available, and there is no offer of
appointment to another title, or the employee refuses
such offer, such employee shall be placed on leave and
allowed to draw all accumulated and unused sick leave,
annual leave, compensatory time, overtime credits and
other time allowances standing to his/her credit prior to
being placed on leave without pay. An employee who
chooses to draw his/her accumulated leave credits
under this section shall cease to earn and accrue sick
and annual leave credits during that period. An
employee placed on leave pursuant to this subsection
who is not reinstated within one year after the date of
commencement of such leave, may be terminated by
the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
(Courts Within or Outside New York City) and his/her
position may be filled by a permanent appointment.
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(4) When an employee who is not permanently
incapacitated from performing the duties of his/her
position has been absent from and unable to perform
the duties of his/her position by reason of. sickness or
disability either for a consecutive period of one year or
more or for a cumulative total of 250 workdays or more
within a period of 24 consecutive calendar months and
who reasonably cannot be expected to be able to
resume performing his/her duties on a full-time basis
shortly thereafter, his/her employment status may be
terminated by the appropriate Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge (Courts Within or Outside New
York City) and his/her position may be filled by a
permanent appointment.
(5) This section shall not be construed to require
the extension of any employment beyond the time at
which it would otherwise terminate by operation of law,
rule or regulation.
(6)(a) Absent exceptional circumstances, prior to
being placed on leave pursuant to Section 9.3(j)(2) or
Section 9.3(j)(3) or terminated pursuant to
Section'9.3(j)(4), or, under exceptional circumstances,
as soon thereafter as reasonably possible, an
employee shall be provided with written notice thereof,
including written notice of the facts relied on therefor
and written notice of the employee's right to appeal the
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determination and of the procedures for perfecting such
appeal. Such notice shall be served in person or by first
class, registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, upon the employee. If such person elects to
appeal, he/she shall file a written request for a hearing
with the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
(Courts Within or Outside New York City) within ten
workdays from service of the notice of the
determination to be reviewed. The request for such
hearing shall be filed by the employee personally or by
first class, certified or registered mail, return receipt
requested.
(b) Upon receipt of such request, the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within or
Outside New York City) shall supply to the employee or
his/her personal physician or authorized representative,
copies of all diagnoses,. test results, observations and
other data supporting the determination, and imposition
of the leave or termination shall be held in abeyance
until a final determination is made by the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within or
Outside New York City) as provided in Section
9.3(j)(6)(c).
(c) A hearing shall be held by a hearing officer
designated for that purpose by the appropriate Deputy
Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within or Outside
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New York City). The hearing officer shall be vested with
all the powers of the appropriate Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge (Courts Within or Outside New
York City), and shall make a record of the hearing
which shall, with his/her recommendation, be referred
to the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
(Courts Within or Outside New York City) for review and
decision and which shall be provided to the employee
free of charge. The employee shall, upon request,
receive a copy of the transcript of the hearing without
charge, The employee may be represented at the
hearing by counselor a representative of the Union and
may present medical experts and other witnesses or
evidence: The burden of proving mental or physical
unfitness shall be upon the State. Compliance with
technical rules of evidence shall not be required. The
appropr.iate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts
Within or Outside New York City) will render a final
determination and may either uphold the original notice
of leave of absence, withdraw such notice or modify the
,notice as appropriate. A final determination of an
employee's request for review shall contain notice to
the employee of his/her right to appeal from such
determination and of the procedures for perfecting such
appeal.
(d) If such person elects to appeal, he/she shall
make application to the Chief Administrative Judge.
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Such employee shall be afforded an opportunity to
present facts and arguments. including medical
evidence, in support of his/her position at a time and
place and in such manner as may be prescribed by the
Chief Administrative Judge. The reviewing authority
shall make his/her determination on the basis of the
medical records and such facts and arguments as are
presented. .
(7) An employee on leave pursuant to
Section 9.30)(2) or Section 9.30)(3) may, within one
year of the commencement of such leave, make
application to the appropriate Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge (Courts Within or Outside
New York City) for a medical examination to be
conducted by a medical officer selected for that
purpose by the Chief Administrative Judge or his/her
designee. An employee whose employment status has
been terminated pursuant to Section 9.30)(3) or Section
9.30)(4), may, within one year after the termination of
his/her disability, make application to the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within or
Outside New York City) for a medical examination to be
conducted by a medical officer selected for that
purpose by the Chief Administrative Judge or his/her
designee. If, upon such medical examination, the
medical officer shall certify that such person is
physically and mentally fit to perform the duties of
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his/her former position, he/she shall be reinstated to the
former position, if vacant, or to a vacancy in a similar
position or a position. in a lower title in the same
occupational field in his/her former promotion unit. If no
appropriate vacancy shall exist to which such
reinstatement may be made, or if the work load does
not warrant the filling of such vacancy, the name of
such person shall be placed on a preferred list for
his/her former position in his/her former promotion unit,
and he/she shall be eligible for reinstatement in such
former promotion unit from such preferred list for a
period of four years. In the event that such person is
reinstated in a position in a title lower than that of
his/her former position, his/her name shall be placed on
the preferred eligible list for the former position or any
similar position in such former promotion unit. .
(8) This section shall not be deemed to modify or
supersede any other provisions of law applicable to the
reemployment of persons retired from the public service
on account of disability.
(9) Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement, when an employee's disability permanently
incapacitates him/her from performing the duties of
his/her position, his/her employment status may be
terminated and his/her position may be filled by a
permanent appointment. Such employees shall be
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entitled to due process and hearing as enumerated in
Section 9.3U).
(k) Sictt leave Donaiion Program.
(1) An employee who has a sick leave balance
in excess of 15 days may assign any sick leave credits
in excess of the 15 days to any annual salaried
nonjudicial employee who has exhausted all of his/her
sick leave, annual leave and compensatory time
credits. A donor must assign sick leave credits in full-
day, seven hour units on forms developed by the State.
Such assigned sick leave credits will be deducted from
the donating employee's sick leave accruals
immediately upon notification to the State.
(2) An employee who is assigned sick leave
under this Section may not be credited with a total of
more than 130 days of such leave credits and will not
be eligible to apply for benefits pursuant to Section
9.3(h) and Section 9.3(i) of the Agreement until all such
assigned sick leave, and accrued annual leave and sick
leave is exhausted. An employee will continue to earn
and accrue annual and sick leave credits while utilizing
assigned credits under this section.
(3) Any assigned sick leave credits not used by
an employee prior to his/her first return to duty shall not
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be restored to those employees who made the
donations, but shall be retained by the employee-
recipient for his/her use. In the event the employee-
recipient separates from service, such donated credits
shall become property of the State.
(4) Upon separation from State service for
reasons other than retirement, and notwithstanding the
minimum balance requirements set forth in Subsection
(1) above, an employee may elect to donate all of
his/her accrued and unused sick leave accruals to any
nonjudicial employee eligible to receive such donations
or to the Sick Leave Bank established pursuant to
Section 9.3(~ of the Agreement or a combination of a
donation to an eligible nonjudicial employee and the
Sick Leave Bank. Provided, however, that if an
employee who donates his/her accruals to the Bank is
subsequently reinstated or reemployed he/she shall
have his/her sick leave credits restored from the credits
of the Bank. No employee who is removed from State
service as a result of disciplinary action, or who resigns
after charges of incompetency or misconduct have
been served upon him/her, shall be entitled to donate
his/her accruals under the provisions of this section.
(~ Sick Leave Bank. The Labor/Management
Committee administering the sick leave bank shall be
continued.
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9.4 Wor~ers' CompensSltion Benem.
(~) Non-Uniiormed Personnel SInd Uniiormed
Personnel Who Incur Non-line-of-Duty
~njury/mness.
(1 )(a) Employees necessarily absent from duty
because of an occupational injury, disease or condition
as defined in the Workers' Compensation Law, shall be
eligible for a Workers' Compensation Benefit as
provided in this Article. Determinations of the Workers'
Compensation Board regarding compensability of
claims shall be binding upon the parties.
(b) A workers' compensation injury shall mean
any occupational injury, disease or condition found
compensable as defined in the Workers' Compensation
Law.
(2)(a) An employee who suffers a compensable
occupational injury shall, upon completion of a ten-
workday waiting period, be placed on a leave of
absence without pay for all absences necessitated by
such injury and shall receive the benefit provided by the
Workers' Compensation Law except as set forth in this
Article.
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(b) An employee necessarily absent for less than
a full day in connection with a workers' compensation
injury as defined in 9.4(1 )(b) due to therapy, a doctor's
appointment, or other required continuing treatment,
may charge accrued leave for said absences.
(c) The State will make previously authorized
payroll deductions for periods the employee is in pay
status receiving salary sufficient to permit such
deductions. The employee is responsible for making
payment for any such deductions during periods of
leave without pay, such as those provided in 9.4(2)(a)
above.
(3) An employee required to serve a waiting
period pursuant to Subsection (2)(a) shall have the
option of using accrued leave credits or being placed on
leave without pay. Where an employee charged credits,
upon receipt of documentation from the State Insurance
Fund issuing a credit to the State for the time charged,
the employee shall be entitled to restoration of credits
charged proportional to the net monetary award
credited to the State by the Workers' Compensation
Board.
(4) When annual leave credits are restored
pursuant to this Article and such restoration causes the
total annual leave credits to exceed 54 days, a period
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of one year from the date of the return of the credits or
the date of return to work, whichever is later, is allowed
to reduce the total accumulation to 54 days.
(5) An employee receiving workers'
compensation payments for a period of disability found
compensable by the Workers' Compensation Board
shall be treated as though on the payroll for the length
of the disability not to exceed 12 months per injury for
the sole purposes of accruing seniority, continuous
service, health insurance, Employee Benefit Fund
contributions normally made by the State, accrual of
annual leave and sick leave and eligibility for the
uniform and equipment allowance. Additionally, such
employee shall be treated as though on payroll for the
period of disability not to exceed 12 months per injury
for the purposes of retirement credit and contributions
normally made by the State and/or the employee.
(6}(a) Where an employee's workers'
compensation claim is controverted by the State
Insurance Fund upon the ground that the disability did
not arise out of or in the course of employment, the
employee may utilize leave credits (including sick leave
at half pay if eligible) pending a determination by the
Workers' Compensation Board.
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'(b) If the employee's controverted or contested
claim is decided in the employee's favor, any leave
credits charged (and sick leave. at half pay eligibility) ,
shall be restored proportional to the net monetary
award credited to the State by the Workers'
Compensation Board.
(c) If the employee was in leave without pay
status pending determination of a controverted or
contested claim, and the claim is decided in the
employee's favor, the employee shall receive the
benefits in Paragraph 9.4(5) for the period covered by
the award not to exceed 12 months per injury.
(d) Where a claim for workers' compensation is
controverted or contested by the State Insurance Fund,
the parties will abide by the determination of the
Workers' Compensation Board.
(7)(a) If the date of the disabling incident is prior
to April 1, 1986, the benefits available shall be as
provided in the 1982-85 State/CSEA Agreement.
(b) If the date of the disabling incident is on or
after April 1, 1986, and prior to September 10, 1992,
the benefits available shall be as provided in the 1988-
91 State/CSEA Agreement.
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(c) If the date of the disabling incident is on or
after September 10, 1992, the benefits available shall
be as provided herein.
(8)(a) Mandatory Alternate Duty. The parties
agree to develop, as soon as possible, a mandatory
alternate duty policy for employees who request or are
directed to return to work after suffering an occupational
injury or disease. The mandatory alternate duty policy
will allow management to recall an employee to duty
and will allow an eligible employee to request to return
to duty subject to the eligibility criteria in the policy. The
basic tenets of the mandatory policy shall include but
not be limited to the following:
(1) An employee's level of disability must be
classified as 50 percent or less disabled by the State
Insurance Fund.
(2) Mandatory alternate duty assignments shall
be based upon medical documentation satisfactory to
management. Such satisfactory documentation must
include a prognosis of a return to the full duties of the
injured worker's original job within 45 calendar days
from the date upon which the alternate duty assignment
begins.
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(3) Management shall have the authority to make
mandatory alternate duty assignments to tasks that can
be performed by the employee not necessarily within
their original job duties, title series, work schedule, work
location or workweek.
.
(4) Mandatory alternate duty assignments shall
be for a period up to 45 calendar days per injury. Such
assignment may be extended at management's
discretion not to exceed the term of the disability.
(5) When an employee's mandatory alternate
duty assignment expires or is terminated, such
employee shall either be returned to full duty status or
returned to being covered by the provisions of the
Workers' Compensation statute.
.
(6) If the above conditions are met and if
management is not able to provide the eligible
employee with such alternate duty assignment, that
employee's compensation shall be adjusted to equal
the employee's "100 percent disabled" statutory benefit
for the period the employee qualified for an alternate
duty assignment based on medical documentation,
described in 9.4(8)(a)(2) above, for up to 45 calendar
days.
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(9)(a) The State and CSEA shall establish a
committee whose purpose shall include but not be
limited to reviewing and making recommendations on
the following: (1) the effects of the implementation and
administration of the workers' compensation statutory
benefit, including resulting savings and. costs
associated with it; (2) the implementation of the
mandatory alternate duty program; (3) the accident and
injury data focusing on incidence of injuries or
accidents in order to develop prevention strategies and
means to reduce and/or eliminate the risk of.on the job
injury.
(b) With respect to the issue of costs or savings
mentioned above, the committee shall report its findings
on or before October 1, 1998.
(10) The State retains all its managerial rights to
monitor all workers' compensation claims.
(~~)UU'1i1oli"mseJl?ersonnsl ~njL8li"sd ~n 1'hs tins
01 lOuftV.
(a) A uniformed employee necessarily absent
from work because of an occupational injury or disease
as defined under the Workers' Compensation Law, and
incurred in the line of duty, shall be granted leave from
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his/her position for the period of absence necessitated
by such injury in accordance with the provisions of this
section. For purposes of this section a line of duty injury
shall include any injury incurred through an assault to
the employee, any injury suffered by the employee
while guarding a prisoner, including, but not limited to,
an injury suffered by the employee while transporting a
prisoner, any injury incurred while in the pursuit of a
criminal, any injury incurred in the course of training,
including but not limited to firearms training, training at
the Court Officers Academy or in the course of other
training, practice at the firing range and kubiton training,
and any injury incurred while coming to the aid of an
employee or member of the public or in response to an
emergency, or an occupational disease rising out of
contact with a defendant. An employee requesting
leave under this section must submit a request for such
leave benefit to the Chief of Employee Relations on
forms to be established. Such request must be
submitted within 25 workdays of the occurrence of the
injury or, the first day of absence due to the injury,
whichever is later. The Chief of Employee Relations
shall waive the time limitation on filing such request
where he/she determines that a medical condition
existed which prevented the employee from complying
with such time limitations. .
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(b) An employee absent on leave under this
section must remain at home and be within telephone
communication of the Chief of Employee Relations or
his/her designee. If, for any reason, the employee must
be away from home, he/she must leave a forwarding
telephone number and location with the Chief of
Employee Relations or his/her designee.
(c) In the event that leave pursuant to this
section is denied, the State shall provide a statement in
writing of the reasons for such denial. Leave under this
section may be withheld or terminated if:
(1) the employee's claim for benefits under the
Workers' Compensation Law is controverted by the
State Insurance Fund (at the request of the State or on
the initiative of the State Insurance Fund). If final
determination of the controverted claim is in favor of the
employee, eligibility for leave shall be determined as
provided in Section 9.4 (II) for all absences
necessitated by the occupational injury or disease;
(2) the Workers' Compensation Board
determines that the disability resulting from such injury
or disease is not compensable;
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(3) there is good and sufficient reason to believe
that the employee could report for work on a full-time or
part-time basis;
(4) the employee has not submitted satisfactory
medical documentation of the claimed disability upon
request;
(5) the employee fails or refuses to submit to a
medical examination conducted by a physician selected
by the State and at the expense of the State;
(6) the employee fails or refuses to submit a
timely request for such leave;
(7) it is determined that the employee is
employed on a full or part time basis outside the Unified
Court System;
(8) the employee failed to obtain prior permission
during his/her regular hours of work to leave his/her
home while on workers' compensation leave;
(9) the State in its discretion determines that an
employee should return to work on a light-duty basis
even if a doctor determines that the employee is
medically disabled; or,
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(10) the employee's services would have
terminated or ceased under law, rule or regulation.
(d) An employee who is granted leave under this
section shall be allowed leave at full pay without charge
to leave credits for a period not to exceed six months
for each separate injury or disease; provided, however,
that the cumulative total of leave shall not exceed the
number of hours normally and fbgularly worked by the
employee during the six month period.
(e) The workers' compensation leave may be
extended for an additional six months upon a
determination by a State Insurance Fund physician or
a consulting State physician that such employee is not
permanently disabled and will be able to return to duty
within the additional leave period.
(f) Should the employee's disability continue
beyond 12 months, and a determination is made by a
State Insurance Fund physician or consulting State
physician, or a State-selected physician, that the
employee is not permanently disabled and will be able
to return to work within the additional leave period, the
employee will be granted leave under this section for a
period not to exceed an additional six months.
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(g) The Chief of Employee Relations or his/her
designee may, at approximately the tenth month of
utilization of workers' compensation leave, have an
employee examined by a State Insurance Fund
physician or consulting physician, or State-selected
physician, to determine if the employee is permanently
incapacitated from performing his/her duties as a
uniformed employee. If it is determined that the
employee is permanently incapacitated, the Chief of
Employee Relations or his/her designee will encourage
the employee to file for disability retirement.
(h) If, at any time, it is determined through
medical examination that the injury or disease incurred
by the employee is of such nature as to incapacitate the
employee from the full performance of duties either
permanently or for the duration of the period for which
workers' compensation leave can be granted, the Chief
of Employee Relations or his/her designee will
encourage the employee to file for disability retirement.
(i) If an employee has applied for disability
retirement under Subsections (g) or (h), and exhausts
eligibility for workers' compensation leave under this
section prior to a determination regarding the
application for disability retirement, leave under this
section shall be granted for up to an additional six
months.
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U) If it is subsequently determined that an
employee was not entitled to workers' compensation
leave with pay without charge to leave credits, for any
period for which such. employee was granted such
leave as provided in this section, the employee shall be
required to make reimbursement for such paid leave
from current or subsequent accumulations of leave
credits at a rate and in a manner to be determined by
the Chief of Employee Relations or his/her designee.
(k) In order to enable the State to make such
determinations as are authorized or required under this
section, the Chief. of Employee Relations or his/her
designee may, at any time, require an employee to
provide medical documentation of the disability
satisfactory to him/her or to be examined at the
expense of the State by a physician designated by the
Chief of Employee Relations or his/her designee.
(~ This section shall not be construed to require
extension of any employment beyond the time at which
it would otherwise terminate by operation of law, rule or
regulation or to require the granting of any leave
benefits provided herein solely because of
determinations made by the Workers' Compensation
Board.
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(m) Provided, however, that nothing contained in
this Article shall prevent the State from requiring an
employee to return to work upon a determination by a
State-selected physician that the employee is medically
able to return to work.
(n) Upon expiration of the benefits contained in
Section 9.4, employees may apply for benefits under
Section 9.3(i) of this Agreement.
9.5 Other Leaves With Pay.
(a) Leave for Subpoenaed Appearance and
Jury AUendance. Upon application to the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within or
Outside New York City) or his/her designee, together
with proof satisfactory to the State of the necessity of .
each day's absence from work, an employee shall be
granted a leave of absence with pay for documented
absences resulting from jury service or appearance as
a witness pursuant to subpoena or other order of a
court or body. Provided, however, that this section shall
not apply to any absence by an employee occasioned
by such an appearance where the employee, or his/her
relative as defined in paragraph (g) of this subdivision,
has a personal interest in the underlying action or
proceeding; nor shall this section apply to any absence
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by an employee who receives a fee for testifying as an
expert witness.
Employees entitled to leave under this section
shall not be entitled to receive any remuneration for jury
service except mileage and transportation expenses
when serving on a New York State Unified Court
System jury. Should an employee receive a New York
State Unified Court System jury fee, the State will
require reimbursement from the employee.
(b) leSlve ior Civil ServDce IE)tSlminSliions. An
employee shall be allowed leave with pay to take Civil
Service examinations at the appropriate examination
center for positions in the Unified Court System. An
employee also shall be allowed leave with pay to
appear for an official investigation or appointment
interview for competitive class, noncompetitive class or
exempt class positions in the Unified Court System.
Prior to such leave being granted, due notice and proof
satisfactory to the State shall be submitted by the
employee to the Clerk of the Court of Appeals, a
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, the District Administrative
Judge or an appropriate local Judge.
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(c) Waiver of Fees for Civil Service
E)(aminations. The State agrees that to the extent the
Chief Administrative Judge determines, pursuant to the
Rules of the Chief Judge and Chief Administrative
Judge, to establish examination fees for Civil Service
examinations, the State will waive such examination
fees for employees.
(d) Leave for Quarantine. If an employee who
is not ill himself/herself is required to remain absent
because of quarantine and presents a written statement
of the attending physician or local health officer proving
the necessity of such absence, he/she shall be granted
leave with pay for the period of his/her required
absence, without charge against accumulated sick
leave, annual leave or overtime credits. Prior to return
to duty, such employee may be required to submit a
written statement from the local health officer having
jurisdiction that his/her return to duty will not jeopardize
the health of other employees.
(e) LeSives Required by lSlw. An employee
shall be allowed such other leaves of absence with pay,
including military leave, as are required by law.
(f) Leiwe for Civil Defense Duties. Upon
certification by the State Director of Civil Defense of the
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necessity for the participation in state or local civil
defense drills of an employee enrolled as a civil
defense volunteer and required to perform civil defense
duties, pursuant to the State Defense Emergency Act,
the Clerk of the Court of Appeals, the Presidrng Justice
of an Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the
Court of Claims, the District Administrative Judge or an
appropriate local Judge, may allow such employee to
absent himself from his/her position, without loss of pay
or charge against leave credits, for such time as is
necessary for participation in such drills, but not
exceeding cumulatively five workdays per calendar
year.
(g) lDaath in tha Immac1ia~a Family. Leave of up
to four consecutive UCS workdays (based on a
standard Monday to Friday workweek and not to exceed
a total of 28 work hours), shall be allowed immediately
following the death of an employee's spouse; domestic
partner; natural, foster or step: parent; child; brother or
sister. Additionally, such four consecutive UCS
workdays also shall be allowed following the death of
an employee's father-in-law or mother-in-law;
grandparent or grandchild; any relative residing with the
employee; or for an individual for whom the employee
has been the primary caregiver. For those employees
regularly scheduled to work on a weekend or holiday,
such days shall be considered UCS workdays for
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purposes of this section only. Prior notice and
authorization is not required for leave under this
paragraph. When a death in an employee's immediate
family occurs while he/she is on annual leave, such
time as is excusable for death in the family shall not be
charged to annual leave.
(h) E){traordinaryCircumstances. An employee
who has reported for duty, and because of
extraordinary circumstances beyond his/her control, is
directed to leave work, shall not be required to charge
such directed absence during such day against leave
credits. An employee who does not report for duty
because of circumstances beyond his/her control shall
not be required to charge such absence during such
day against leave credits if the court or other facility
where the .employee is required to report is closed due
to such extraordinary circumstances. Any release or
excusal of employees due to extraordinary
circumstances does not create any right to equivalent
time off by employees not adversely affected by the
extraordinary circumstances. Only designated
management officials may direct employees to leave
work. The appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge (Courts Within or Outside of New York City) or
his/her designee shall promulg~te a list of personnel
who have this authority. Except as provided in Section
9.9, if the celebration of a holiday in a locality results in
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the closing of a court or court-related agency and
notification by posting or other means that the court or
court-related agency will be closed on that date to the
employees has not been given by a designated
management official, employees shall not be required
to charge such absence against leave credits.
(i) Blood Donations. Subject to the reasonable
operating needs of the court or court-related agency, an
. employee shall be allowed three and one-half hours
leave with pay for blood donations made during normal
working hours. Such leave only shall be used on the
day such donation is made and shall include all time
spent making such donation (including travel time to
and from the collection point). In the event that an
employee donates blood during working hours pursuant
to a court-sponsored blood drive and is required to
return to work following such donation, he/she shall be
granted three and one-half hours of compensatory time.
This provision shall not apply to an employee who
receives a fee for such donation.
m OU,sr lsSl\/ss. The Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support or
his/her designee may grant leave with pay for reasons
not itemized in this section.
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(k) "CAT" Training. Effective with the execution
of this Agreement and upon application to the
appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts
Within or Outside of New York City) or his/her
designee, with proof satisfactory to the State, a court
reporter may be granted up to two days leave with pay
for computer-aided transcription ("CAr) training which
enables an employee to initially become CAT-proficient.
(~ Real-Time Translation Training. Effective
with the execution of this Agreement and subject to the
reasonable operating needs of the court or court-related
agency, together with proof satisfactory to the State, a
court reporter may, in the discretion of the appropriate
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within or
Outside of New York City) or his/her designee, be
granted up to two days leave with pay to attend real-
time translation training.
9.6 Leaves Without Pay.
(a) Leave of Absence; Duration. A permanent
employee may, in the discretion of the Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support or
his/her designee, be granted a leave of absence,
without pay, for a period not exceeding two years. Such
leave may be extended beyond two years, for periods
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aggregating not in excess of an additional two years. In
an exceptional case, a further extension may be
permitted by the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support. or his/her designee for good
cause shown and where the interests of the
government would be served. For the purposes of this
section, time spent in active service in the military
forces of the United States or of the State of New York
shall not be considered in computing the period of
leave.
This section shall not be construed to require the
extension of any employment beyond the time at which
it would otherwise terminate by operation of law, rule or
regulation. .
(b) Succassiva lasvas oi Absanca. Where a
leave of absence without pay has been granted for a
period which aggregates two years, or more if extended
pursuant to subdivision (a) of this section, a further
leave of absence without pay shall not be granted
unless the employee returns to his/her position and
serves continuously therein for six months immediately




(c) Leave Without Pay.for Child Care.
(i) A combined confinement and child care leave
of absence without pay shall be granted to an employee
(male or female) who becomes the parent of a child up
to four years of age, either by birth or by adoption, for a
period of up to 12 months. A period beyond 12 months,
but not more than another successive 12-month period,
may be granted at the discretion of the Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support or
his/her ~esignee subject to the staffing needs of the
court. The use of this maximum allowance will be
limited to one instance only during 'the term of this
Agreement.
(ii) Prior to the commencement of confinement
and child care leave, an employee shall be continued in
pay status for a period of time equal to ali of the
employee's unused accrued annual leave.
(iii) Notwithstanding Section (c)(ii), a pregnant
employee shall have the option to be continued in pay
status for a period of time equal to all or part of her
period of disability using accrued sick leave or annual
leave.
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9.7 Payment of Accruals Upon Separation.
(a) At the time of separation from Unified Court
System service, an employee, his/her estate or
beneficiary, as the case may be, shall be compensated
in cash for overtime credits not in excess of 30 days
accrued and unused as of the effective date of
separation; and further, except where provision is made
for the transfer of leave credits, the employee, his/her
estate or beneficiary shall be compensated in cash for
annual leave credits not in excess of 50 days accrued
and unused as of the effective date of separation,
except that in the case of resignation, the Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support or
his/her designee may require, as a condition for such
payment, that written notice of such resignation be
given to the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support or his/her designee at least two
weeks prior to the last day of work. No employee who
is removed from State service as a result of disciplinary
action, or who resigns after charges of incompetency or
misconduct have been served upon him/her, shall be
entitled to compensation for annual leave under the
provisions of this section.
(b) An employee on leave from his/her position
due to his/her entry into the Armed Forces of the United
States for active duty (other than for training as defined
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by Title 10 of the United States Code), may elect to
receive compensation in cash for accrued and unused
annual leave and overtime credits not in excess of 30
days in each category accrued and unused as of the
last date on which his/her name appeared on the State
payroll.
9.8 Written Agreement Required for Transfer
of Leave Credits. For the purposes of applying the
provisions of this Article, employment in the Executive
or Legislative Branches of State service shall be
credited as service in the Unified Court System;
provided, however, that except as otherwise provided
by law, leave credits may not be transferred upon
movement from such positions to positions within the
negotiating unit except where such credits are earned
and accumulated in accordance with attendance and
leave provisions which are substantially equivalent to
the time and leave provisions of this Agreement and
there is a written agreement between the President of
the Civil Service Commission and the Chief
Administrative Judge governing the transfer of leave
credits upon such movements. Other public
employment may be credited as service in the Unified
. Court System for purposes of determining transferability
of leave credits provided such.employment was subject
to attendance and leave provisions substantially
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equivalent to the time and leave provisions of this
Agreement, and provided there is a written agreement
between the Chief Administrative Judge and the public
agency wherein such employment occurred governing
the crediting of such employment and the transfer of
leave credits upon movement of employees to and from
such agency and positions included within this
negotiating unit.
9.9 lHIolidSlYS.All legal holidays enumerated
herein shall be allowed as paid days off, or holiday pay
as set forth in Section 9.11 shall. be allowed in lieu
thereof. The days prescribed by law for the observance
of New Year's Day, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial
Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day,
Election Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day and
Christmas Day shall be observed as holidays.
A Statewide committee will be established with
representatives from all Unions representing nonjudicial
court employees to ascertain whether the day after
Thanksgiving Day could be substituted for a presently
existing holiday.
9.1 0 ~eiroSlcfti"e Time Crediis. Nothing in this
Article shall be construed to provide for the granting of
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annual leave, sick leave or other time or leave credits
for service rendered prior to the effective date of this
Agreement, provided, however, that nothing in this
Agreement shall affect time or leave credits lawfully
earned prior to the effective date of this Agreement.
9.11 Holiday Pay.
(a) An employee who is entitled to time off with
pay on days observed as holidays by the State as an
employer will receive at his/her option additional.
compensation for time worked on such days or
compensatory time off. Such additional compensation
for each such full day worked will be at the rate of 1/10
of his/her biweekly rate of compensation. Such
additional compensation for less than a full day of such
work will .be prorated. Such rate of compensation will
include geographic, location, inconvenience and shift
pay as may be appropriate to the place or hours
worked. In no event will an employee be entitled to such
additional compensation or compensatory time off
unless he/she has been scheduled or directed to work.
(b) Holiday Pay-Premium Pay. An employee
required to work on Thanksgiving Day (the fourth
Thursday in November) Christmas Day (December 25)
or New Year's Day (January 1) shall receive a 100%
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cash premium for all hours worked on such day in
addition to any holiday payor compensatory time off
granted under Section 9.11 (a).
9.12 Holiday Falling on Saturday or Sunday.
A holiday falling on a Saturday or a Sunday shall be
observed on the preceding Friday or following Monday
subject to the operational or staffing needs of the court
or court-related agency.
9.13 Workweek. The State and the Union
recognize their mutual goal of best serving the public.
Toward that goal the parties' also recognize that the
State has the right to modify starting and ending times
of work schedules as follows: The workweek shall be 35
hours. Employees currently scheduled workweek or
work schedule shall be maintained unless changed in
accordance with this provision. Permanent changes in
employees' workweek or work schedule shall be made
upon reasonable notice to the Union. The impact of
permanent changes in employees' workweek or work
schedule shall be subject to negotiations with the
Union. This section shall not, however, be a bar to
consideration of Alternative Work Schedule requests
from individuals.
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9.14 Conferences. Four days leave per annum
without charge to employee's leave credits may be
allowed to attend conferences of recognized
professional organizations. Such conferences must be
directly related to the employee's profession or work
duties as described inthe applicable title standard. This
leave is subject to approval of the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge or an appropriate local Judge and
the staffing needs of the unit.
9.15 Scheduling. Subject to the reasonable
operating needs of the court or court-related agency,
employee service in the Unified Court System shall
resolve conflicts among employees in the same title in
scheduling use of annual leave, holiday work, or flexible
time. If two or more employees in the same title have
the same length of service in the Unified Court System,
a conflict in scheduling shall be resolved by lot. Prior
service which was credited by the Unified Court System
on April 1, 1977 willbe used in determining length of
service.
9.16 Layoff. In the event of a layoff, permanent
employees in the competitive, non-competitive and
labor class shall be laid off as specified in Section
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25.30 of the Rules of the Chief Judge and Chief
Administrative Judge.
9.17 Early Release. If the THI index reaches 80
or above during the months of July or August, the
appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts
Within or Outside New York City) shall authorize
dismissal of. employees in non-air-conditioned
courtrooms and offices without charge to leave credits
no later than 4:00 p.m. In the event it is necessary for
an employee to remain on duty as part of a skeleton
force, he/she shall receive compensatory time.
ARTICLE 10
OVERTIME
10.1 Policy. Employees shall receive
compensation for work performed between 35 and 40
hours per week in cash compensation at a straight-time
rate as provided in Section 10.7, or compensatory time,
pursuant to Section 10.9, at the employee's option.
10.2 Definitions. Wherever used in this Article:
(a) A "workweek," for overtime purposes, shall
mean a regularly scheduled recurring period of 168
hours in the form of seven consecutive 24-hour periods.
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A workweek need not coincide with the calendar week.
It may begin any day of the week and any hour of the
day. Each workweek stands alone. Once fixed,
however, it must remain the same unless any change
is intended to be permanent.
(b) Except as the term is used in Section 10.10
(Overtime Meal Allowance) "overtime" shall mean hours
worked in excess of 35 hours in any workweek by an
eligible employee.
(c) An "eligible employee" shall mean any
employee who is not deemed ineligible to earn overtime
pay. as provided under Section 10.3.
(d) "Scheduled overtime" shall mean overtime
which is susceptible to scheduling and approval in
advance of need.
(e) "Unscheduled overtime" shall mean overtime
which is necessitated by emergency conditions which
cannot be anticipated in advance.
10.3 Exclusions. Employees meeting the
following criteria shall not be eligible for overtime
compensation in the form of either cash compensation
or compensatory time:
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(a) all employees in titles allocated to JG-24 and
above and all employees in unallocated positions paid
a salary equal to or in excess of that paid for the
minimum of JG-24, except employees serving in the
court reporter title series;
(b) all employees in titles for which a degree from
a four-year college is one of the minimum qualifications,
who serve in the administrative, law librarian, legal
occupational series, or special services occupational
series;
(c) all employees whose duties involve a
confidential and close working relationship with an
individual executive or judge;
(d) all part-time and per diem personnel; and,
(e) All employees who meet the criteria for
exclusion from the overtime provision of the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA). The State will provide notice to
the Union of individual employees determined to meet
the criteria for exclusion under FLSA. This shall not act
as a waiver of the Wnion's right to appeal the State's
decision to the Department of Labor, nor a waiver of the
State's right to implement changes in accordance with
the FLSA. . .
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10.4 Authorization for Overtime Work.
(a) Unscheduled overtime work must be
authorized in advance by the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge orthe Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge for Management Support before overtime may
be credited.
(b) Notification of unscheduled overtime shall be
forwarded to the Director of Budget and Finance at the
close of the biweekly payroll period in which the
overtime is authorized.
(c) Scheduled overtime work must have the prior
approval of the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support or his/her designee.
(d) The Clerk of the Court of Appeals, a
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, the District Administrative
Judge or the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support will take all reasonable steps to
provide for an equitable distribution of scheduled
overtime opportunities among qualified permanent
employees of the appropriate work unit, provided,
however, that such overtime opportunities may be
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denied to an employee who has been determined to
have a poor record of attendance and/or tardiness by
the final determination of discipline or the alternate
discipline procedure for. time and attendance
infractions.
(e) In the absence of a sufficient number of
volunteers, unscheduled overtime can be required of
any employee who, in the judgment of his/her
supervisor, is needed to do the work.
(f) Overtime performed in a higher or lower title
can be performed only on a voluntary basis. Extra
servicework can also be performed only on a voluntary
basis.
(g) Eligible employees shall be eligible for
overtime for actual travel and/or service performed
while in travel status, provided that:
(1) The trip is not between the employee's
residence and his/her official workstation;
(2) The trip is for the purpose of conducting State
business and is authorized in advance;
(3) Authorization is granted only when travel




delays the employee's return to his/her official
workstation; and,
(4) The trip is not taken for the purpose of
attending a professional conference or convention.
10.5 Determination of Overtime Earned.
(a) Total hours worked shall include ~II the time
worked by an employee when required to be on duty or
at a prescribed workplace and shall exclude. all
absences from duty and. all time allowed for meals.
Overtime work shall also exclude all preparation of
transcripts except those transcripts prepared pursuant
to Judiciary Law §299 provided such work is performed
beyond 40 hours, and provided that no other
compensation will be received from any other source by
the court reporter for production of the transcript. In
addition, the court reporter's supervisor must determine
that such transcript cannot be produced during normal
working hours and the supervisor must give advance
written approval for the production of the transcript on
an overtime basis. Such work will be deemed
scheduled overtime work. For purposes of computing
total hours worked in a week, time during which an
employee is excused from work because of holidays,
sick leave at full pay, annual leave, compensatory time
off or other leave at full pay shall be considered as time
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worked by the employee. Compensatory time off
granted in the same workweek in which it is earned,
except compensatory time off granted in lieu of a
holiday worked in such workweek, does not add to the
total hours worked and is not to be construed as time
worked by an employee.
(b) Each time an employee is recalled to work
overtime after having completed his/her scheduled work
period and left his/her scheduled workstation, he/she
shall be considered to have worked, for the purpose of
computing overtime credits, a minimum of one-half day.
If an employee entitled to a minimum of one-half day of
overtime credits works such overtime for more than
one-half day, the total time worked shall be used in
computing the total hours worked.
(c) Employees who volunteer to standby in their
homes or who are required, ordered, and/or scheduled
on an involuntary basis to standby in their homes
subject to recall, shall receive compensatory time on
the basis of one-half hour for each hour of standby
time, if eligible for overtime under Section 1O.2(c) of the
Agreement.
(d) The smallest unit of time to be credited as
overtime in anyone day shall be one-quarter hour.
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(e) Work performed on a Saturday, Sunday or
holiday, as part of an employee's regular work schedule
and not in excess of 35 hours per workweek, is not
considered to be overtime.
10.6 Payment for Overtime. Scheduled
overtime shall be compensated in cash only after prior
authorization and approval by the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge or the Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge for Management Support.
10.7 Computation of Cash Compensation.
Payment for overtime shall be computed in the
following manner:
(a) If an employee works overtime in his/her
regular position or title or in a position the title of which
is allocated to the same salary grade as his/her regular
position, he/she shall be compensated' for work
between 35 and 40 hours at a straight-time rate and for
work in excess of 40 hours at one and one-half times
the regular hourly rate of pay.
(b) When the overtime is worked in a position
which is allocated to a higher salary grade than the
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grade of the employee's regular position, he/she shall
be compensated for work between 35 and 40 hours at
a straight-time rate and in excess of 40 hours at one
and one-half times the hourly rate of compensation
he/she would be entitled to if he/she were permanently
promoted to the higher position.
(c) The hourly rate of compensation shall be
determined by dividing the basic annual rate of
compensation plus any additional compensation
payable because of the location of employment or
because work is performed between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m.
by 1,827. The hourly rate of compensation for per diem
employees shall be determined by dividing the per diem
rate by seven.
10.8 iiime 01 Payment 01 Cash Compensation.
When cash payment for scheduled overtime has been
approved, employees shall be paid for such overtime
compensation in excess of 35 but less than 40 hours
per week at the employee's option, and for more than
40 hours, by the close of the second bi-weekly payroll
period following the period during which the overtime is
earned.
10.9 Compensstory Time Off. Eligible
employees shall have the option to receive either cash
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compensation at a straight-time rate or compensatory
time off on an hour-for-hour basis for overtime worked
in excess of 35 hours but not in excess of 40 hours in a
workweek. Prior to October 1, 1988, eligible employees
shall elect, in writing, on forms to be provided by the
State, cash compensation or compensatory time off for
such overtime work. New employees shall make an
initial election at the commencement of service in an
eligible title. Thereafter, employees shall be allowed to
modify such election prior to the start of each new
calendar quarter. Such modification shall be effective
following the first day of the new calendar quarter. An
employee who fails to file such election on a timely
basis shall be compensated on a cash basis.
10.10 Overtime Meal Allowance.
(a) A meal allowance of $6 will be paid to any
employee required to work at least three hours beyond
his/her regularly scheduled workday unless he/she is
receiving cash compensation for such overtime work.
(b) An employee ineligible. to receive cash
compensation for overtime worked who is required to
work at least seven hours on his/her regularly
scheduled day off shall be entitled to receive one
overtime meal allowance. An employee required to
work at least ten hours on his/her regularly scheduled
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day off shall be entitled to receive a second overtime
meal allowance.
10.11 Timekeeping Procedures. Employees
eligible to receive overtime compensation pursuant to
this Article shall be required to follow daily sign-in and
sign-out procedures. The daily sign-in and sign-out
procedures shall be in such form as is required by the
Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for Management
Support.
10.12 Conflicts. In the event that a. tribunal of
competent jurisdiction determines that any provision of
this Article is in conflict with the Fair Labor Standards
Act, then such provision shall be of no force and effect
and the applicable portion of the Fair Labor Standards
Act shall govern. The grievance and arbitration
procedure of the Agreement shall not apply to alleged
conflicts between provisions of this Article and the Fair
Labor Standards Act.
10.13 Exceptions. The restrictions and
limitations contained in this Article may be waived by
the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for Management
Support whenever he/she determines that strict
adherence to the rules would be detrimental to the




11.1 Per Diem Meal and Lodging Expenses.
Effective with the execution of this Agreement, the UCS
agrees to reimburse, on a per diem basis, as
established by the employee travel rules of the Chief
Administrative Judge, employees who are eligible for
travel expenses, for their actual and necessary
expenses incurred while in travel status in the
performance of their official duties for hotel lodging,
meals (not including lunches) and incidental expenses
related thereto (hotel tips, etc.) for a full day at rates
stated in the employee travel rules of the Chief
Administrative Judge for managerial or confidential
employees. .
11.2 Mileage Reimbursement. The personal
vehicle mileage reimbursement rate for employees in
this unit shall be consistent with the maximum mileage
allowance permitted by the Internal Revenue Service
("IRS").
11.3 Extended Travel. The UCS agrees to
provide $8 additional travel expense reimbursement for
. each weekend to any employee who is in overnight
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travel status provided he/she is in overnight travel
status for at least ten consecutive days at least 300
miles from his/her home and official station.
ARTICLE 12
mSC~PUNARV PROCEDURES
12.1 Applicability. An officer or employee
described in paragraph (a), (b), or (c) below shall not be
removed or otherwise subjected to any disciplinary
penalty provided in this section except for.
incompetency or misconduct shown after a hearing
upon stated charges pursuant to this section, unless
such officer or employee is granted the option and
elects to follow the alternative administrative
disciplinary procedure set forth in Section 12.8 of this
Article.
(a) An officer or employee holding a position by
permanent appointment in the competitive class of the
classified service; or,
(b) An officer or employee holding a position by
permanent appointment or employment in the classified
service, who is an honorably discharged member of the
Armed Forces of the United States having served
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therein as such member in time of war as defined in the
Civil Service Law, or who is an exempt volunteer
firefighter as defined in the General Municipal Law,
except where the officer or employee described in this
paragraph holds a position designated by the Chief
Administrative Judge as confidential or requiring the
performance of functions influencing policy; or,
(c) An officer or employee holding a position in
the non-competitive class other than a position
designated by the Chief Administrative Judge as
confidential or requiring the performance of functions
influencing policy, who since his/her last entry into the
service of the Unified Court System has completed at
least five years of continuous service in the non-
competitive class in a position or positions not so
designated as confidential or requiring the performance
of functions influencing policy.
12.2 Procedure. An officer or employee against
whom removal or other disciplinary action is proposed
shall have written notice thereof and of the reasons
therefore, shall be furnished a copy of the charges
preferred against him/her and shall be allowed at least
. eight days for answering the same in writing. Service of
a copy of the charges shall be made by personal
service if possible. If service cannot be effectuated by
personal service, it shall be made by certified mail,
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return receipt requested. The Union shall be advised by
certified mail, return receipt requested, of the name and
work location of the officer or employee against whom
charges have been preferred. The hearing upon such
charges shall be held as follows:
(a) in the instance of an officer or employe'e of
the Court of Appeals, the charges shall be made by the
Clerk of the Court and the hearing shall be held by a
person designated by him/her for that purpose,
(b) in the instance of an officer or employee of an
Appellate Division, the charges shall be made by the
Presiding Justice and the hearing shall be held by a
person designated by him/her for that purpose,
(c) in the instance of an officer or employee of a
court or court-related agency located within the City of
New York, the charges shall be made by the Deputy
Chief Administrative Judge (New York City Courts) and
the hearing shall be held by a person designated by
him/her for that purpose,
(d) in the instance of an officer or employee of
any other court or court-related agency, the charges
shall be made by the Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge (Courts Outside New York City) and the hearing
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shall be held by a person designated by him/her for that
purpose, and,
(e) in the instance of an officer or employee of
the Office of Court ,4\dministration the charges shall be
made by the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support and the hearing shall be held by
a person designated by him/her for that purpose.
(f) An employee who at the time of questioning
appears to be a potential subject of disciplinary action
shall have the right to representation by CSEA. If
representation is requested, a reasonable period of
time shall be afforded to obtain such representation. If
the employee is unable to obtain representation within
a reasonable period of time, the State has the right to
question .the employee.
The person or persons designated to conduct
the hearing shall, for the purpose of such hearing, be
vested with all the powers of the officer or court
appointing him/her and shall make a record of such
hearing which shall, with recommendations, be referred
to such officer or court for review and decision. The
Hearing Officer shall, upon the request of the officer or
employee against whom charges are preferred, permit
him/her to be represented by counsel, or by a
representative of the Union and shall allow him/her to
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summon witnesses on his/her behalf. The burden of
proving incompetency or misconduct shall be upon the
State. Compliance with technical rules of evidence shall
not be required. The officer or employee against whom
charges are preferred shall, upon request, be entitled to
a copy of the recommendations of the Hearing Officer
and shall be allowed three days to comment upon
them, in writing,' to the officer or court which appointed
the Hearing Officer.
12.3 Suspension !Pending lDe~erminSltion of
ChSlrges. Pending the hearing and determination of
charges of incompetency or misconduct, the officer or
employee against whom such charges have been
preferred maybe suspended without pay for a period
not exceeding 30 days. In the sole discretion of the
appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts
Within or Outside New York City) or his/her designee,
such suspension without pay may be charged to an
employee's annual leave accruals. Such decision to
permit an employee to charge annual leave accruals
shall not be grievable or otherwise reviewable in any
other forum.
12.4 lDeterminSl~ioD1 of ChSlrges. If such officer
or employee is found guilty of the charges, the penalty
or punishment may consist of a reprimand, a fine not to
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exceed $100 to be deducted from the salary or wages
of such officer or employee, restitution, suspension
without pay for a period not exceeding three months,
demotion in salary and title, probation for up to six
months, or dismissal from the service; provided,
however, that the time during which an officer or
employee is suspended without pay pursuant to Section
12.3 may be considered as part of the penalty and the
officer or employee shall be entitled to continue health
insurance, if the employee pays his/her own share of
the premiums and shall be eligible to receive Employee
Benefit Fund benefits and have Employee Benefit Fund
payments made on his/her behalf during a period of
suspension not exceeding three months. If he/she is
acquitted, he/she shall be restored to his/her position
with full pay for the period of suspension less the
amount pf compensation which he/she may have
earned in any other employment or occupation and any
unemployment insurance benefits he/she may have
received during such period. Ifsuch officer or employee
is found guilty, a copy of the charges, his/her written
answer thereto, a transcript of the hearing, and the
determination shall be filed in the Office of Court
Administration. A copy of the transcript of the hearing
shall, upon request of the officer or employee affected,
be furnished to him/her without charge.
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12.5 Time ior Removal or Disciplinary
Proceedings. Notwithstanding any other provisions, no
removal, disciplinary proceeding or alternative
disciplinary procedure shall be commenced more than
18 months after the occurrence of the alleged
incompetency or misconduct complained of and
described in the charges; provided, however, that such
limitation shall not apply where the incompetency or
misconduct complained of and described in the charges
would, if proved in a court of appropriate jurisdiction,
constitute a crime.
12.6 Reviaw oi IF>enaliyor I?unishmant Any
officer or employee believing himself/herself aggrieved
by a penalty or punishment pursuant to the provisions
of this Article may appeal from such determination by
petition to the Chief Administrative Judge or by an
application to the courts in accordance with the
provisions of Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law and
Rules.
(a) If such person elects to appeal to the Chief
Administrative Judge, he/she shall file a petition in
writing within 20 days after receiving notice of the
determination to be reviewed.
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(b) Where an appeal is taken to the Chief
Administrative Judge, he/she shall review the record of
the disciplinary proceeding and the transcript of the
hearing, and shall determine the appeal on the basis of
the record and transcript and such oral and written
argument as he/she may determine to be appropriate.
He/she may direct that the appeal shall be heard by a
person or persons designated by him/her to hear such
.
appeal on his/her behalf, who shall report thereon with
recommendations to him/her. Upon such appeal,
he/she shall permit the employee to be represented by
counselor a representative of the Union.
(c) Determination of Appeal. The determination
appealed from may be affirmed, reversed, or modified
and the Chief Administrative Judge may, in his/her
discretion, direct the reinstatement of the appellant or
permit the transfer or reassignment of such appellant to
a vacancy in a similar position in another court or court
agency or direct that his/her name be placed upon a
preferred list pursuant to this section. In the event that
a transfer or reassignment is not effected, he/she is
empowered to direct the reinstatement of such
employee. An officer or employee reinstated pursuant
to this subdivision shall receive the salary or
compensation he/she would have been entitled by law
to have received in his/her position for the period of
removal, including any prior period of suspension
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without pay, less the amount of compensation which
he/she may have earned in any other employment or
occupation and any unemployment insurance benefits
he/she may have received during such period. The
decision of the Chief Administrative Judge shall be final
and conclusive, and not subject to further review in any
court.
12.7 Restoration of Position. An employee who
is removed from his/her position in violation of the
provisions of this Article, and who thereafter is restored
to such position by order of the Supreme Court, shall be
entitled to receive and shall receive from the State, the
salary or compensation which he/she would have been
entitled by law to have received in such position but for
such unlawful removal, from the date of such unlawful
removal to the date of such restoration, less the amount
of compensation which he/she may have earned in any
other employment or occupation and any
unemployment insurance benefits he/she may have
received during such period. Such employee shall be
entitled to a court order to enforce the payment of such
salary or compensation. Such salary or compensation
shall be subject to the provisions of Section 474 and
Section 475 of the Judiciary Law for services rendered,
but otherwise shall be paid only directly to such
employee or his/her legal representatives.
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12.8 Alternative Disciplinary Procedure.
(a) Within 18 months of when an act of alleged
misconduct or incompetency occurs the officer or court
empowered in Section 12.2 to make the charges shall
determine whether such acts require the initiation of
formal disciplinary charges pursuant to Section 12.2 of
this Article or if the officer or employee shall be given
the option of electing to follow the alternative
disciplinary procedure to ensure that the decision to use
the formal or informal proceedings is uniformly
determined. For purposes of Section 12.8 only, an
eligible officer or employee shall include all officers or
employees who are not determined to be personal
appointees of a judge by the appropriate appointing
authority.
(b) If the officer or court empowered in Section
12.2 to make the charges determines that the
alternative disciplinary procedure will be offered as an
option, the employee shall be given an Initiation of
Discipline form. This form shall specify in writing a
description of the conduct alleged to constitute
misconduct or incompetency. The employee shall make
a written election whether or not to accept the alternate
disciplinary procedure. An employee who otherwise is
eligible for a formal hearing pursuant to Section 12.1 of
this Article may opt to pursue a formal hearing or to
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accept the alternate disciplinary procedure. If such an
employee fails to make a written election within ten
days of receiving an Initiation of Discipline form, the
employee may be served with written notice of the
charges preferred against him/her and the procedures
set forth in Section 12.2 shall be followed.
(c) An officer or employee who elects to follow
the alternative disciplinary procedure shall meet with
the designee of the officer or court empowered in
Section 12.2 to make the charges who shall propose a
penalty after reviewing the relevant facts which form the
basis for discipline, the employment history of the
employee listed on the Initiation of Discipline form and
any facts or arguments submitted in defense or
mitigation. The penalty shall be a written reprimand
and/or no more than the forfeiture of up to ten days of
annual leave, compensatory time or the loss of ten days
pay, if appropriate. The officer or court empowered in
Section 12.2 to make the charges shall review such
propos~d penalty to ensure that penalties are uniformly
applied. The employee thereafter shall be informed in
writing of the penalty assessed. The Initiation of
Discipline form shall set forth the proposed penalty, the
review of the officer or court empowered in Section 12.2
to make the charges and the penalty assessed. Such
penalty assessed shall be implemented immediately.
The determination of the designee of the officer or court
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empowered in Section 12.2 to make the charges and
the officer or court empowered in Section 12.2 to make
the charges shall be final, binding and not reviewable in
any forum.
(d) A copy of such Initiation of Discipline form
upon completion of the process shall be included in the
personal history folder of the officer or employee, and
shall be given to the officer or employee, the
supervisor, payroll, the designee of the officer or court
empowered in Section 12.2 to make the charges and




Subject to the prior approval of the "galleys" of
the Agreement by both parties, the State shall cause
this Agreement to be printed and shall furnish the Union
with a sufficient number of copies for its use. Both
parties agree that they will expedite the production of
the final contracts and that they will not unreasonably
delay the review of the "galleys" prior to the printing of
the Agreement by the State. The State agrees to
distribute to each current employee a copy of the
103




. 14.1 To facilitate communication between the
parties and to promote a climate conducive to
constructive employee relations, a joint
Labor/Management Committee shall be established to
discuss the implementation of this Agreement and other
matters of mutual interest. The size of the Committee
shall be limited to the least number of representatives
needed to accomplish its objectives. Committee size
shall be determined by mutual agreement. The
Committee shall consider but not be limited to the
consideration of the following:
)) Issues arising from utilization of the State's
job-share program.
The State classification system for the
CSEA unit, including recommendations
regarding skill enhancement and career
enhancement opportunities within all CSEA
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titles, but with initial emphasis on. the
clerical and secretarial series.
Layoffs, including but not limited to:
identification of layoff units;
workforce stabilization through
attrition;
» the establishment of long and short-
term human resources goals;




14.2 The Committee will meet as necessary, but
at least quarterly. A written agenda will be submitted a
week in advance of regular meetings. Special meetings
may be requested by either party. An agenda will be
submitted along with the request. Such special
meetings will be scheduled as soon as possible.
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14.3 Approved time spent in such meetings shall
be charged as specified in Section 4.7 of this
Agreement.
14.4 Labor/Management Committee meetings
shall be conducted in good faith. The Committee shall
have no power to contravene any provision of this
Agreement.
14.5 A CSEA/UCS Statewide
Labor/Management Committee shall be established as
soon as practicable after execution of this Agreement
to study and recommend proposals concerning the
issues of productivity and the quality of work life. The
.Committee shall address means of improving
productivity and quality of work life by exploring and,
where appropriate, fostering Quality through
Participation and/or other such initiatives. The
Committee shall make recommendations for the
establishment of a Quality through Participation
program to the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support. Such recommendations shall not
waive any rights of the Union to negotiate terms and
conditions of employment concerning Quality through
Participation nor shall the UCS waive any statutory or
contractual rights to implement Quality through
Participation. The Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
for Management Support shall review the
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recommendations and plan to implement the Quality




The UCS shall prepare, secure introduction and
recommend passage by the Legislature of such
legislation as may be appropriate and necessary to
obtain an annual appropriation in the amount of
$321,450 for fiscal year 1999-2000; $344,900 for fiscal
year 2000-2001; $368.350 for fiscal year 2001-2002;
and $391 ,800 for fiscal year 2002-2003, which shall be
carried over from one fiscal year to the next but which
shall lapse on March 31, 2003, to fund the operation
and implementation of the Quality through Participation
program or such other educational initiatives which
seek to improve, professionalize or cross-train the
workforce and to develop and train employees. Such
fund shall. be used for mutually agreed upon purposes
by the parties. All funding provided in this section must
be encumbered by January 31 , 2003.
14.6 The UCS and the Union shall establish a
Labor/Management Subcommittee which shall discuss
modifications to the current performance evaluation
system including the performance evaluation forms and
appeals process. The Subcommittee shall make
recommendations for any changes to the performance
evaluation system to the Chief Administrative Judge by
October 1, 2000. Such recommendations shall not
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waive any statutory or contractual rights of the Union or
the UCS to negotiate.
14.7 A Labor/Management Committee shall be
established during the term of this Agreement to study
and make recommendations concerning health and
safety issues, including, but not limited to, the following:
AIDS, HIV, TB and other communicable
and contagious diseases;
video display terminals (VDTs);
building and personal security; and
working conditions including exposure to
toxic substances, air quality and related
issues.
The Committee shall be composed of six
members designated by the UCS and six members
designated by CSEA. The Committee shall be
authorized to visit work sites as necessary and
appropriate. The Committee shall submit mutually
agreed upon recommendations in writing to the Deputy
Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Outside New York
City) on or before March 31, 2002. The Committee is
advisory only and shall not make policy nor shall any of
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its recommendations be binding unless specifically
adopted by the UCS.
14.8 The UCS and the Union shall establish a
Labor/Management Subcommittee to discuss the
disciplinary procedures, including the creation of an




(a) A contract grievance is a dispute concerning
the interpretation, application or claimed violation of a
specific term or provision of .this Agreement.
(b) A non-contract grievance is a dispute
concerning:
(1) Conditions of employment affecting the
health or safety of employees.
(2) Unreasonable work assignments or
conditions.
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(3) Discriminatory supervisory practices except
insofar as such practices as alleged would constitute
violations of law. With respect to claims alleging such
practices as would constitute violations of law they
shall, at the election of the employee, be subject to
review in accordance with State and Federal
procedures established for such purpose as well as
such internal review procedures as may exist but shall
not be subject to review under the provisions of this
Article. Use of the internal review procedure shall not
deny the employee access to State and Federal
procedures.
15.2 The State and the Union agree that it is in
their mutual interest to resolve grievances, where
possible, at the lowest level of the grievance procedure.
The parties encourage local level management and
Union representatives to meet and discuss such
grievances as provided in this Section. The contract
and non-contract grievance procedures shall be as
follows: .
(a) Siep 1.
(i) Court of AppeSils. An employee or the Union
shall present the grievance in writing to the Clerk of the
Court of Appeals or his/her designee, with a copy to the
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employee's immediate supervisor in the court or court-
related agency to which the employee is assigned, not
later than 45 calendar days after the date on which the
act or omission giving rise to the grievance occurred or
when the employee could reasonably have been
expected to become aware of, or to have knowledge,
that he/she had a grievance. The Clerk of the Court or
his/her designee may require the grievant to meet with
the grievant's immediate supervisor in an effort to settle
the grievance informally. The Clerk of the Court or
his/her designee shall take any other steps necessary
to insure that a proper disposition of the grievance is
made and shall reply in writing and specify the reasons
for the determination to the employee or Union within
20 working days following the date of submission. In the
event a grievance is not answered within the prescribed
time limit~ the grievance will be considered to have
been passed to the second step of the grievance
procedure if the Uni,on presents the appeal as provided
in Section 15.2(b)(1) or (b)(2).
(ii) Appellate Divisions. An employee employed
in an Appellate Division, including MHLS, Grievance
Committees, Committee on Character and Fitness, or
the Union shall present the grievance in writing to the
Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division or his/her
designee, with a copy to the employee's immediate
supervisor in the court or court-related agency to which
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the employee is assigned, not later than 45 calendar
days after the date on which the act or omission giving
rise to the grievance occurred or when the employee
could reasonably have been expected to become aware
of, or to have knowledge, that he/she had a grievance.
The Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division or
his/her designee may require the grievant to meet with
the grievant's im"mediate supervisor in an effort to settle
the grievance informally. The Presiding Justice of the
Appellate Division or his/her designee shall take any
other steps necessary to insure that a proper
disposition of the grievance is made and shall reply in
writing and specify the reasons for the determination to
the employee or Union within 20 workdays following the
date of submission. In the event a grievance is not
answered within the prescribed time limit, the grievance
will be considered to have been passed to the second
step of the grievance procedure if the Union presents
the appeal as provided in Section 15.2(b)(1) or (b)(2).
(iii) Court of Claims. An employee or the Union
shall present the grievance in writing to the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims or his/her designee, with
a copy to the employee's immediate supervisor in the
court or court-related agency to which the employee is
assigned, not later than 45 calendar days after the date
on which the act or omission giving rise to the
grievance occurred or when the employee could
1] 2
reasonably have been expected to become aware of. or
to have knowledge I that he/she had a grievance. The
Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims or his/her
designee may require the grievant to meet with the
grievant's immediate supervisor in an effort to settle the
grievance informally. The Presiding Judge of the Court
of Claims or his/her designee shall take any other steps
necessary to insure that a proper disposition of the
grievance is made and shall reply in writing and specify
the reasons for the determination to the employee or
Union within 20 workdays following the date of
submission. In the event a grievance is not answered
within the prescribed time limit. the grievance will be
considered to have been passed to the second step of
the grievance procedure if the Union presents the
appeal as provided in Section 15.2(b)(1) or (b)(2).
(iv) Office of Court Administration. An
employee or the Union shall present the grievance in
writing to the Director of the Unit in the Office of Court
Administration to which the employee is assigned or
his/her designee. with a copy to the employee's
immediate supervisor in the court or court-related
agency to which the employee is assigned, not later
than 45 calendar days after the date on which the act or
omission giving rise to the grievance occurred or when
the employee could reasonably have been expected to
become aware of, or to have knowledge. that he/she
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had a grievance. The Director or his/her designee may
require the grievant to meet with the grievant's
immediate supervisor in an effort to settle the grievance
informally. The Director or his/her designee shall take
any other steps necessary to insure that a proper
disposition of the grievance is made and shall reply in
writing and specify the reasons for the determination to
the employee or Union within 20 workdays following the
date of submission. In the event a grievance is not
answered within the prescribed time limit, the grievance
will be considered to have been passed to the second
step of the grievance procedure if the Union presents
the appeal as provided in Section 15.2(b)(1) or (b)(2).
(v) Judicial Dis~ric~IEmploy~~s. An employee
or the Union shall present the grievance in writing to the
District Administrative Judge' or his/her designee, with
1 The tenn District Administrative Judge as used in this Article
refers to:
Admin. Judge for the Third Judicial District
Admin. Judge for the Fourth Judicial District
Admin. Judge for the Fifth Judicial District
Admin. Judge for the Sixth Judicial District
Admin. Judge for the Seventh Judicial District
Admin. Judge for the Eighth Judicial District
(continued...)
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a copy to the employee's immediate supervisor in the
co'urt or court-related agency to which the employee is
assigned, not later than 45 calendar days after the date
on which the act or omission giving rise to the
grievance occurred or when the employee could
reasonably have been expected to become aware of, or
to have knowledge, that he/she had a grievance. The
District Administrative Judge or his/her designee may
require the grievant to meet with the grievant's
immediate supervisor in an effort to settle the grievance
informally. The District Administrative Judge or his/her
designee shall take any other steps necessary to insure
that a proper disposition of the grievance is made and
shall reply in writing and specify the reasons for the
determination to the employee or Union within
20 workdays following the date of submission. In the
event a grievance is not answered within the prescribed
time limit, the grievance will be considered to have
been passed to the second step of the grievance
procedure if the Union presents the appeal as provided
in Section 15.2(b)(1) or (b)(2).
'(...continued)
Admin. Judge for the Ninth Judicial District
Admin. Judge for the Tenth JudiciaJ District-Nassau
County
Admin. Judge for the Tenth Judicial District-Suffolk
County
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(b)(1) S~ep 2. Con~ract Grievances. In the event
the employee or the Union wishes to appeal an
unsatisfactory contract grievance decision at Step 1,
the appeal must be presented in writing within 15 days
of the receipt of the Step 1 decision to the Chief of
Employee Relations. A copy of such appeal shall also
be sent to the management representative who passed
upon the grievance at Step 1 and to the Union's
Director of Labor Relations or designee. Such appeal
shall contain a short, clear statement of the grievance,
the basis for the grievance, and the relief sought. The
Chief of Employee Relations or his/her designee shall
meet within 25 workdays after receipt of the appeal with
the employee or the Union for a review of the grievance
and shall issue a written decision by the end of the 25th
workday after such review. A copy of such decision
shall be sent to the employee and to the Union's Deputy
Director of Labor Relations. In the event a grievance is
not answered within the prescribed time limit, the Union
may demand in writing to the Chief of Employee
Relations to move the grievance to the next step of the
procedure.
(b)(2) S~ep 2. Non-con~rac~ Grievances. In the
event the employee or the Union wishes to appeal an
unsatisfactory non-contract grievance decision at Step
1, the appeal must be presented in writing within 15
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days of the receipt of the Step 1 decision to the Chief of
Employee Relations and to the Union's Deputy Director
of Labor Relations. A copy of such appeal shall also be
sent to the management representative who passed
upon the grievance at Step 1. Such appeal shall contain
a short, clear statement of the grievance, the basis for
the grievance, and the relief sought. The Chief of
Employee Relations or his/her designee shall meet
within 25 workdays after receipt of the appeal with the
employee or the Union for a review of the grievance
and shall issue a written decision by the end of the 25th
workday after such review. A copy of such decision
shall be sent to the employee and to the Union's Deputy
Director of Labor Relations. Such decision shall not be
subject to review by arbitration.
(c) Step 3. Contract Grievances.
(1) An appeal to arbitration from an
unsatisfactory contract grievance decision at Step 2
may be made by the Union within 20 workdays of the
receipt of the decision by the Chief of Employee
Relations. A request for arbitration may be initiated by
the Union by serving upon the Chief of Employee
Relations a notice in writing of an intent to proceed to
arbitration. The notice shall identity the Agreement
provision in dispute, the issue or issues to be
determined, the department and the employee or
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employees involved. Upon receipt of a notice
requesting arbitration, the parties shall meet to select
an arbitrator from a panel mutually established, which
panel shall be agreed upon as soon as possible after
execution of this Agreement. The method of selecting
the arbitrator for a particular case shall be by mutual
agreement between both parties to the Agreement, and
failing such agreement, then by lot from the panel.
(2) The arbitrator shall have no power to add to,
subtract from or modify the provisions of this
Agreement in arriving at a decision of the issue
presented, and shall confine his/her decision solely to
the application and interpretation of this Agreement.
The decision or award of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding, consistent with the provisions of CPLR Article
75. The arbitrator shall confine himself/herself to the
precise issue submitted for arbitration and shall have no
authority to determine any other issues not so
submitted to him/her nor shall he/she submit
observations or declarations of opinion which are not
essential in reaching the determination.
(3) All fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall
be divided equally between the parties. Each party shall
bear the cost of preparing and presenting its own case.
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15.3 The time limits contained in this Article may
be extended by mutual agreement. The time for
presenting a Step 1 contract grievance shall be
extended by the time an employee is absent from the
job through illness or disability.
15.4 A settlement or any award upon a contract
grievance mayor may not be retroactive as the equities
of each case may demand.
15.5 The contract grievance and arbitration
procedure provided for herein shall be the exclusive
grievance procedure for the resolution of disputes
concerning the interpretation, application or claimed
violation of a specific term or provision of this
Agreement.
15.6 An employee may be represented at Step
1 and 2 of the contract and non-contract grievance
procedure by the Union or a representative of his/her
own choosing. No employee organization other than the
Union may initiate or represent an employee in the
processing of contract or non-contract grievances.
15.7 In the event the Union appeals a Step 2
decision to Step 3 and the parties cannot agree as to
whether it constitutes an arbitrable grievance, the issue
of arbitrability shall be preliminarily submitted to
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arbitration prior to the resolution of the dispute on the
merits in accordance with the procedures for arbitration
set forth in Step 3.
ARTICLE 16
OUT-Of-TITLE WORK
16.1 No employee shall be employed under any
title not appropriate to the duties to be performed and,
except upon assignment by proper authority during the
continuance of a temporary emergency situation, no
employee shall be assigned to perform the duties of
any position unless he/she has been duly appointed,
promoted, transferred or reinstated to such position in
accordance with the provisions of the Rules of the Chief
Administrative Judge.
16.2 Grievances hereunder shall be processed
on forms to be provided by the State and filed directly
with the Chief of Employee Relations and shall not be
arbitrable. The grievance must be presented in writing
not later than 45 calendar days after the date on which
the act or omission giving rise to the grievance occurred
or when the employee could reasonably have been
expected to become aware of, or have knowledge, that
he/she had a grievance, and shall specify whether or
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not the assigned duties which are the subject of the
grievance are substantially different from those
appropriate to the title to which the employee is
certified.
16.31n determinations regarding out-of-title work
under this Article, an employee shall be determined to
be working out-of-title, unless:
(a) The duties alleged to be out-of-title work are
normally performed by employees in the grievant's title
and are not described in the .class specifications for
another title; or,
(b) The duties are reasonably related to the
duties described in the class specifications for the
grievant's title; or,
(c) The duties are new duties which are a
reasonable outgrowth of duties usually performed by
employees in the grievant's title; or,
(d) The duties are assigned during a temporary
emergency which shall include: an unscheduled
situation or circumstance which is expected to be of
limited duration and either (i) presents a clear and
imminent danger to person or property or (ii) is likely to
interfere with the conduct of the State's statutory
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mandates or programs; and cataclysmic events such as
strikes or black-outs; and occasionally unanticipated
staffing shortages; provided the affected employee is
given reasonable notice by proper authority that such
assignment of out-of-title duties is under a .temporary
emergency.
16.4 (a) If it is the opinion of the Chief of
Employee Relations that the assigned duties which are
the subject of the grievance are substantially different
from those appropriate to the title to which the
employee is certified, the Chief of Employee Relations
shall direct the discontinuance forthwith of such
assigned duties.
(1 ) If such substantially different duties are found
to be appropriate to a lower salary grade or to the same
salary grade as that held by the affected employee, no
monetary award may be issued.
(2) If, however, such substantially different duties
are found to be appropriate to a higher salary grade
than that held by the affected employee, the Chief of
Employee Relations shall issue an award of monetary
relief, provided that the affected employee has
performed such duties for a period of one or more days.
The amount of monetary relief shall be the difference
between what the affected employee was earning at the
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time he/she performed such duties and what he/she
would have earned at that time in the entry level of the
higher salary grade title, but in no event shall such
monetary award be retroactive to a date earlier than 15
calendar days prior to the date the grievance was filed,
in accordance with this Article.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of
subdivision (a), if the substantially different duties were
assigned by proper authority during the existence of a
temporary emergency situation, the Chief of Employee




17.1 The Union agrees to continue to admit all
employees to membership and to represent all
employees without regard to race, color, creed,
disability, marital status, Vietnam Era Veteran status,
national origin, age or sex or sexual orientation.
17.2 The UCS agrees to continue its established
policy against all forms of illegal discrimination with
regard to race, creed, color, disability, marital status,
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Vietnam Era Veteran status, national origin, sex
(including sexual harassment), sexual orientation, age
or the proper exercise by an employee of the rights
guaranteed by the Public Employees' Fair Employment
Act.
17.3 The UCS and the Union agree that nothing
in this Agreement prevents the State from making
reasonable accommodation for. a disabled employee




With respect to matters' not covered by this
Agreement, the UCS will not seek to diminish or impair
during the term of this Agreement any benefit or
privilege provided by law, rule or regulation for
employees without prior notice to the Union; provided,
however, that this Agreement shall be construed
consistently with the free exercise of rights reserved to





Review of position classification and position
allocation.
(a) Any employee or the Union may apply to the
Chief Administrative Judge for a review and change of
the classification or allocation of the position occupied
by such employee or included within negotiating units
represented by the Union. The Chief Administrative
Judge shall determine any such application and shall
have the power to designate a person or persons to
review the application and, if necessary, to conduct a
hearing with relation to it and to report to the Chief
Administrative Judge thereon.
(b) The effective date of a position classification
shall be such date as is determined by the Chief
Administrative Judge. No change in position
classification shall impair or diminish any existing right
to salary or tenure.
(c) Provided, however, that appeals of
classifications, reclassifications, allocations and
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reallocations pursuant to Judiciary Law § 39, shall not
be subject to this Article.
ARTICLE 20
PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES
20.1 There shall be no loss of present jobs by
permanent employees as a result of the UCS's exercise
of its right to contract out for goods and services.
20.2 No permanent employee will suffer
reduction in existing salary as aresult of reclassification
or reallocation of the position he/she holds by
permanent appointment.
ARTICLE 21
UNIFORM AND EQJUlPMENT AllOWANCE
21.1 Effective April 1, 1999, all employees with
peace officer status required to wear a uniform shall
receive a uniform and equipment allowance of $1,024
paid as follows:
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(a) inJune, 1999, all such employees required to
wear a uniform shall receive a uniform and equipment
allowance of $499, if eligible under Section 21.6.
(b) in December, 1999, all such employees
required to wear a uniform shall receive a uniform and
equipment allowance of $525, ifeligible under Section
21.6.
21.2(a) Effective June, 2000, all employees with
peace officer status required to wear a uniform shall
receive a uniform and equipment allowance of $525, if
eligible under Section 21.6. The payment of the uniform
and equipment allowance shall be in a separate check.
(b) Effective December, 2000, all employees
with peace officer status required to wear a uniform
shall receive a uniform and equipment allowance of
$525, ifeligible under Section 21.6. The payment of the
uniformand equipment allowance shall be ina separate
check.
21.3(a) Effective June, 2001 , all employees with
peace officer status required to wear a uniform shall
receive a uniform and equipment allowance of $550, if
eligible under Section 21.6. The payment of the uniform
and equipment allowance shall be in a separate check.
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(b) Effective December, 2001, all employees with
peace officer status required to wear a uniform shall
receive a uniform and equipment allowance of $550, if
eligible under Section 21.6. The payment of the uniform
and equipment allowance shall be in a separate check.
21.4(a) Effective June, 2002, all employees with
peace officer status required to wear a uniform shall
receive a uniform and equipment allowance of $575, if
eligible under Section 21.6. The payment of the uniform
and equipment allowance shall be in a separate check.
(b) Effective December, 2002, all employees with
peace officer status required to wear a uniform shall
receive a uniform and equipment allowance of $575, if
eligible under Section 21.6. The payment of the uniform
and equipment allowance shall be in a separate check.
21.5 Effective beginning April 1, 1999, and
continuing over the term of this Agreement, each
employee who is required by the State to wear a
uniform who does not have peace officer status shall
receive an annual uniform and equipment allowance of
$850, payable in equal parts in June and December of
each year, if eligible under Section 21.6. The payment




21.6(a) To be eligible for the uniform and
equipment allowance payable in June pursuant to
Sections 21.1 (a); 21.2(a); 21.3(a); 21.4(a); and 21.5
above, an employee must have been on the payroll on
May 31 of the subject year. An employee on a leave of
absence without pay on May 31 who returns to duty
prior to the payment of the December allowance for that
year, shall receive the prior June allowance upon return
to duty.
(b) To be eligible for the uniform and equipment
allowance payable in December pursuant to
Sections 21.1 (b); 21.2(b); 21.3(b); 21.4(b); and 21.5
above, an employee must have been on the payroll on
November 30 of the subject year. An employee on a
leave of absence without pay on November 30 who
returns to duty prior to the payment of the June
allowance for the following year, shall receive the prior
December allowance upon return to duty.
(c) Notwithstanding the above, an employee who
as a result of disciplinary action was on a leave without
pay which exceeds five workdays 'at any time during the
six month period preceding payment of the uniform and
equipment allowance shall not be entitled to receive
such allowance.
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21.7 There shall be no proration of the uniform
and equipment allowance.
21.8 Annual Uniiorm Inspeciion. The UCS
shall conduct periodically, but at least annually, a
uniform and equipment inspection. An eligible
employee who, during such inspection, fails to meet
minimum standards as established by the UCS shall
not be eligible to receive the uniform and equipment
allowance until all noted deficiencies are corrected.
21.9 Pre-Tour Prep. The UCS will have the
continuing ability to require compliance with uniform
requirements, which may include the right to conduct
inspections on a periodic basis in accordance with the
terms of the collective bargaining Agreement. To
compensate for the time court officers must take to
change into uniform, to secure their weapon and
equipment each day before reporting for duty, and the
time taken at the end of each tour of duty to change out
of the uniform and to secure the firearm and equipment,
the UCS shall provide court officers with five days of
"pre-tour prep" time annually (prorated for employees
working less than full time). This time shall be at a .
straight-time rate, to be used in the year in which it is
credited, and to be taken in the discretion of the UCS
when the operation of the courts permits. The UCS
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should not unreasonably withhold permission for a court
officer to take this time off. Commencing April 1,2000,
and on each April 1 thereafter, all court officers on the
payroll as of the previous March 31 shall be credited
with five days of pre-tour prep time. The time is
intended to compensate for time spent changing into
uniform and obtaining necessary weapons and
equipment. It cannot be used to offset unscheduled
tardiness or unscheduled absences. Eligibility for such
time shall be based on the employee's title and payroll
status as of the preceding March 31. An employee on
leave without pay on March 31, shall be credited with
such time upon his/her return to active duty, provided,
however, that such employee shall not receive credit for
such pre-tour prep time unless he/she returns to duty
within the fiscal year in which it is to be credited.
Providecl further, that an employee on leave pursuant
to Section 9.4, shall not receive credit for such time
unless he/she returns to full-time duties within the fiscal
year in which it is to be credited. Pre-tour prep time is
not cumulative and any unused balance will expire at
the close of business on March 31 of the fiscal year in
which it is credited. Pre-tour prep time is not
compensable upon separation from service and any
such time standing to an employee's credit at the time
an employee promotes or is appointed to .an ineligible
title shall revert to the State. The use of pre-tour prep




22.1 (a) Effective April 1, 1999, the UCS shall
contribute a pro rata annual sum of $835 per active
employee for remittance to the Employee Benefit Fund.
A pro rata contribution of $417.50 to such Fund shall be
made by the UCS for part-time and per diem employees
provided they are working on a regular basis at least
half the regular hours of full-time employees in the
same title.
(b) Effective April 1, 2000, the UCS shall
contribute a pro rata annual sum of $885 per active
employee for remittance to the Employee Benefit Fund.
A pro rata contribution of $442.50 to such Fund shall be
made by the UCS for part-time and per diem employees
provided they are working on a regular basis at least
half the regular hours of full-time employees in the
same title.
(c) Effective April 1, 2001, the UCS shall
contribute a pro rata annual sum of $930 per active
employee for remittance to the Employee Benefit Fund.
A pro rata contribution of $465 to such Fund shall be
made by the UCS for part-time and per diem employees
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provided they are working on a regular basis at least
half the regular hours of full-time employees in the
same title.
(d) Effective April 1, 2002, the UCS shall
contribute a pro rata annual sum of $980 per active
employee for remittance to the Employee Benefit Fund.
A pro rata contribution of $490 to such Fund shall be
made by the UCS for part-time and per diem employees
provided they are working on a regular basis at least
half the regular hours of full-time employees in the
same title.
(e) The UCS shall contribute a pro rata sum of
$785 per employee retir"ed since April 1, 1998 for
remittance to the Employee Benefit Fund in each fiscal
year of the Agreement. Effective March 31, 2003, the
UCS shall contribute a pro rata annual sum of $885 per
employee retired since April 1, 1998. to the Employee
Benefit Fund.
(f) Upon learning of the death of a retiree who
has been receiving benefits from the Employee Benefit
Fund, either the Union or the UCS shall promptly notify
the other of the death. The UCS shall recoup all
contributions paid on behalf of such retiree if paid after
the retiree's death.
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22.2 The UCS and the Union shall continue the
separate Supplemental Employee Benefit Fund
Agreement which shall specify the obligations of both
parties regarding implementation, activities and
reporting requirements of the fund.
ARTICLE 23
SALARY COMPUTATION




A Labor/Management Committee shall continue,
composed of representatives from the UCS and the
Union. Such Committee shall meet as necessary but at
least quarterly upon demand of the UCS or the Union.
The UCS shall provide $15 per active represented
employee per year during the term of this Agreement to
carry out the program agreed upon by the parties
pursuant to this Article provided, however, that any
unused funds shall be carried over from one fiscal year
to the next for the term of the Agreement. The
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expenditure of such funds shall be by mutual
agreement by the parties.
ARTICLE 25
JOB ABANDONMENT
25.1 When an employee to whom the
disciplinary procedures of this Agreement apply has
been absent from work without notice for 15
consecutive workdays, he/she shall be deemed to have
resigned from his/her position if he/she (or, if he/she is
medically unable, a member of his/her immediate family
as defined in Section 9.5(g)) has not provided a
satisfactory written explanation for such absence to the
court or court-related agency to which he/she is
assigned, .on or before the 15th consecutive workday
following the commencement of such unauthorized
absence.
25.2 Prior to the conclusion of the 15 workday
period noted in Section 25.1 above, the court or court-
related agency shall send the affected employee notice,
to the employee's last known address, by certified mail,
return receipt requested, with a copy to the Union, that,
his/her absence is considered unauthorized and that,
as a result of such absence, he/she will be deemed to
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have resigned from service, effective the 15th workday
following the commencement of the unauthorized
absence.
25.3 An employee who has been deemed to
have resigned pursuant to this section (or, if he/she is
medically unable, a member of his/her immediate family
as defined in Section 9.5(g)), shall have 20 workdays
from the date the notice was mailed within which to
submit a written explanation concerning his/her
absence to the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for
Management Support, or his/her designee. Upon
receipt of such explanation, the Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support, or
his/her designee, shall reinstate the employee without
examination, to the position from which he/she was
deemed to have resigned, if vacant, or to any vacant
position to which he/she was eligible for transfer or
reassignment, and shall have 20 workdays within which
to initiate charges against the employee pursuant to the






(a) The term "reassignment" means the change,
without further examination, of a permanent employee
from his or her present permanent title, position and
location to another similar position in the same
promotion unit.
(b) The term "transfer" means the change,
without further examination, of a permanent employee
from his or her present permanent title, position and
location within one promotion unit to a similar position
within another promotion unit.
26.2 Filing. .
(a) A permanent employee having at least one
year of continuous service in his/her present title,
position and location may request reassignment or
transfer pursuant to this section by filing a written
request for reassignment or transfer on a form to be
established by the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
for Management Support. Such form shall require the
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employee to provide information deemed necessary by
the UCS to consider the employee's request for
reassignment or transfer. A request form which does
not provide all information requested or is otherwise
incomplete shall not be considered and shall be
returned to the employee for completion. The request
form shall be filed with the Personnel Examination Unit
of the Office of Court Administration and with the Clerk
of the Court of Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an
Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of
Claims, the District Administrative Judge and the Chief
Clerk of the court to which the employee seeks to be
reassigned or transferred and the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge and the Chief Clerk of the court
where the employee is presently assigned.
(b) The Personnel Examination Unit shall
establish separate rosters for each promotion unit by
title, in order of the date of receipt of a request for
reassignment or transfer. A separate roster shall be
maintained for requests for reassignments and another
separate roster shall be maintained for requests for
transfer.
(c) If an employee who previously filed a request
for reassignment or transfer no longer seeks such
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reassignment or transfer, the employee must notify the
Personnel Examination Unit, the Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, the District
Administrative Judge and the Chief Clerk of the court to
which the employee seeks a position and the Clerk of
the Court of Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an
Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of
Claims, the District Administrative Judge and the Chief
Clerk of the court where the employee is presently
assigned of the withdrawal of his or her request.
26.3 Guidelines in Considering Requests For
/Filling VSlcancies.
(a) When there are competing claims among
employees for a vacant position, applications filed
pursuant to this Article will be considered according to
the following guidelines:
(1) Permanent employees having at least one
year of continuous service in their present title, position
. and location requesting reassignment to a position in
the same title in the same promotion unit shall be
considered in conjunction with any eligible list for the
promotion unit or in the absence of a promotion unit list.
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(2) Permanent employees having at least one
year of continuous permanent service in their present
title, position and location requesting transfer to a
position in the same title in a different promotion unit
shall be considered in conjunction with a general
promotion list or open-competitive list for the promotion
unit or in the absence of a list.
(3) Employees and non-employees who are
otherwise eligible for appointment to such position may
be considered if there are no valid lists for the
promotion unit. In addition to meeting the requirements
of Sections 26.3(a)(1) and (2) above, no employee of
the Unified Court System may be reassigned or
transferred to a similar position in another court or court
agency during the life of the eligible list from which
he/she was appointed until the same examination grade
or lower than the examination grade that the applicant
received when he or she was appointed from that list,
has been reached for consideration on the appropriate
promotion unit list, general promotion list for that
promotion unit or open-competitive list in the court or
court agency in question.
(b) The Clerk of the Court of Appeals, a
Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division, the Presiding
Judge of the Court of Claims, or the District
Administrative Judge will consider competing requests
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for voluntary reassignments and transfers according to
the guidelines listed in Section (3)(a) above. using the
roster of requests for reassignment or transfer
promulgated by the Personnel Examination Unit. The
Clerk of the Court of Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an
Appellate Division. the Presiding Judge of the Court of
Claims, or the District Administrative Judge shall only
consider the smallest number of applicants necessary
to find a suitable candidate. The Clerk of the Court of
Appeals. a Presiding Justice of an Appellate Division,
the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, or the
District Administrative Judge shall have the sole
discretion in determining whether any applicant for
reassignment or transfer will be selected. Such
determination shall not be' grievable.
26.4 Noii1icS1iion 01 lRejeciion. No employee
seeking reassignment or transfer must be selected.
However. if an employee having at least one year of
permanent continuous service in his/her present title.
position and location is denied reassignment or transfer
after being interviewed for such position, such
employee will be notified in writing that his/her request
is denied. The Personnel Examination Unit, the Clerk of
the Court of Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an
Appellate Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of
Claims. the District Administrative Judge and the Chief
Clerk of the court will be notified of the disposition of all
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vacancies and receive copies of the correspondence
sent to applicants.
26.5 Reciprocity. This provision shall not be
operative unless the specific position to which an
employee seeks to be reassigned or transferred is
covered by a collective negotiating agreement which
contains an identical provision as that contained herein.
If a conflict exists, the collective negotiating agreement
covering the position to which an employee s€:eks to be
reassigned or transferred will govern how an
employee's application will be considered.
26.6 Prior to transferring or reassigning
employees involuntarily the State will seek volunteers
to fill such vacancies.
ARTICLE 27
CHILD CARIE/ELDER CARE DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
A Child Care/Elder Care Development
Committee shall be established composed of
representatives from the UCS and the Union. This
Committee shall develop guidelines and procedures for
the implementation of this Article. The UCS shall
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provide funding in the amount of $93,800 for fiscal year
1999-2000; $117,250 for fiscal year 2000-2001;
$140,700 for fiscal year 2001-2002 and $164,150 for
fiscal year 2002-2003, which shall be carried over from
one fiscal year to the next but which shall lapse on
March 31 , 2003, to carry out the program agreed upon
by the parties pursuant to this Article.
ARTICLE 28
POSTING OF VACANCIES
When vacancies are authorized to be filled, a
notice of such vacancy shall be posted at all relevant
work locations on a statewide basis at least five
workdays prior to filling except when such vacancies
are to be filled on an emergency basis. An inadvertent
failure to post at a particular location shall not invalidate
an otherwise valid appointment. Announcements of
vacancies shall contain the title of the position or
positions to be filled, minimum qualifications required




(a) An employee shall be given a copy of every
statement concerning his/her work performance or
conduct prepared during the term of this Agreement, if
such statement is to be placed in his/her personal
history folder. Prior to being given a copy of such
statement, the employee must sign a form which shall
indicate only that he/she was given a copy of the
statement but that he/she does not necessarily agree
with its contents. The employee shall have the right, but
not the obligation, to answer any such statement filed
and the answer shall be placed in the employee's
personal history folder. Only evaluatory statements
prepared by a superior with respect to the employee's
work performance or conduct, which are given to the
employee in accordance with the procedure outlined
above, may be used in any subsequent disciplinary
action against the employee.
(b) An employee shall be permitted to view
his/her personal history folder once a year upon
request, and when an adverse personnel action is
initiated against the employee by the UCS. The view
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shall be in the presence of a designee of the UCS and
held at such time as the UCS may prescribe.
(c) Upon an employee's written request, any
material in his/her personal history folder of an adverse
nature, with the exception of disciplinary actions,
personnel transactions and evaluatory statements
concerning work perlormance, shall, if over five years
old, be removed from the personal history folder. Upon
an employee's written request, such material may be
removed at the discretion of the Chief Judge of the
Court of Appeals, a Presiding Justice of an Appellate
Division, the Presiding Judge of the Court of Claims, or
the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge (Courts Within
or Outside New York City), as appropriate.
A~TICLIE 30
~~VSICAL FITNIESS
An employee with peace officer status
periodically may be required to be tested in accordance
with weight standards and physical fitness standards
established by the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
for Management Support. Such weight standards shall
be based on the standards set forth in the Army
Physical Readiness Test and shall make allowance for
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differences in height and frame. Such physical fitness
standards shall be established by the Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Management Support in
accordance with the minimum qualifications for
appointment to court officer positions. An employee
shall be advised of his/her test results. An employee
who fails to meet such standards shall be given a
recommended program of weight reduction and
physical fitness. Such employee shall be retested and
encouraged to follow an individual program to improve
their job performance, health and physical fitness. As
part of its wellness program the UCS, in its discretion,
can publicize the program, including general statistical
data concerning the results of weight testing and
physical fitness testing.
AR1~ClE 31
flE}(~BllE 8IENEF~1S SPENID~NG PROGRAM
31.1 Effective January 1, 1989, or as soon
thereafter as is practicable, the UCS shall establish a
program to provide employees with an opportunity to
increase the employees' spendable income by paying
for all or part of health insurance premiums paid by the
employee with pre-tax dollars.
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31.2 Effective January 1, 1990, or as soon
thereafter as is practicable, the UCS shall expand such
opportunities for employees to increase their spendable
income by also paying for all or part of selected benefits
such as child care, elder care and dependent care with
pre-tax dollars.
31.3 The UCS shall secure whatever legislation
~s necessary to implement such program.
ARTICLE 32
COURT REPORTER PRODUCl'~ON Sl' ANDARDS
32.1 A court reporter who fails to meet UCS-
established transcript production standards and is in a
delinquent status, without good cause, after 15
workdays notice shall be placed on a leave of absence
until such employee's transcript production is in
compliance with UCS standards. During such leave of
absence an employee shall be allowed to draw
accumulated and unused annual leave and
compensatory time standing to his/her credit. An
employee placed on such leave of absence, with or
without pay, shall be entitled to continue health
insurance benefits it the employee continues to pay
his/her own share ot the premium costs and shall be
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entitled to receive Employee Benefit Fund benefits, if
eligible. Imposition of such leave of absence shall not
be considered as employee discipline, provided,
however, that nothing herein shall prohibit the UCS
from bringing disciplinary charges pursuant to Article 12
against an employee in a delinquent status who fails to
meet UCS-established transcript production standards
after 15 workdays on a leave of absence pursuant to
this section.
32.2 As court reporter transcript production
standards have not been negotiated but were
promulgated unilaterally by the UCS pursuant to their
claim that they are a non-mandatory subject of
negotiations, the UCS, upon demand from the Union,
shall negotiate the impact of such standards in a court
reporter committee which shall consider issues which




33.1 (a)(1) Drug Testing.
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(i) The Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
(depending on the work location for Courts Within or
Outside New York City) may, with reasonable cause,
require an employee with peace officer status to submit
to blood tests and/or urinalysis to determine whether
such employee has used illegal drugs or abused
controlled substances. Such determination that
reasonable cause exists to test an employee shall be
made in the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative
Judge's sole discretion and shall not be grievable or
otherwise reviewable. (ii) References to positive testing
throughout this Article refer to' test results which prove
that an employee has used illegal drugs or abused
controlled substances.
(2) Voluntary Drug Testing. An employee .who
has a substance abuse problem may submit voluntarily
to drug testing prior to testing directed by the
appropriat.e Deputy Chief Administrative Judge. Upon
positive testing, he/she shall submit to the program
outlined in subsection (b)(1) provid~d he/she is not
subject to disciplinary charges for reasons .other than
positive testing.
(b) Positive testing is prima facie evidence of
misconduct and may be cause for disciplinary action.
Prior to the institution of disciplinary proceedings, a
preliminary meeting shall be held with a representative
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of the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge,
the employee and his/her representative to determine
whether the employee chooses to participate in a
voluntary program of rehabilitation and the terms of
such program: If the employee chooses not to
participate, he/she shall be subject to formal
disciplinary proceedings.
, (1) Voluntary Rehabilitation. An employee who
agrees to voluntarily participate in a rehabilitation or
detoxification program at his/her expense shall be
allowed to charge sick leav~ or annual leave credits
while ,such employee pa'rticipates in 'a rehabilitation or
detoxification program. If no leave credits are available,
such employee will be placed on a leave of absence
without pay for the period of the rehabilitation or
detoxification program. Upon certification of successful
completion of such program and a retest that
demonstrates that an employee is not using, illegal
, drugs or abusing controlled substances, the employee
shall be returned to his/her position. Such employee
may be subject to pedodic retesting upon his/her return
to his/her position. If such employee tests positive upon
completion of such volunt~ry rehabilitation program or
on any subsequent occasion, he/she shall be
terminated without further hearing or formal charges.
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(2) Formal Disciplinary Hearing. An employee
who chooses not to voluntarily participate in a
rehabilitation or detoxification program will be subject to
formal disciplinary charges. A hearing shall be held
pursuant to Article 12, Disciplinary Procedure,of this
Agreement-to determine the appropriate penalty. Such
penalty shall not be limited to those enumerated in the
Procedure .and may include; but not be limited to, the
following:.
. medical certification .of voluntary
participation in a rehabilitation or
detoxification program at the employee's
expense and successful completion of such
program;
mandatory leave of absence of up to one
year with the ability to charge earned and
accrued sick lea\ie, compensatory time and
annual leave credits, if any, but without the
ability to apply for advanced sick leave or
sick leave at half-pay credits;.
.
. assignment to light duty;
. removal of weapon on and off duty;
ISI
. periodic retesting, including retesting before




(3) An employee may submit proof satisfactory
to the appropriate Deputy Chief Administrative Judge
that he/she is taking a controlled substance for
treatment of a medical condition in defense of any
proposed disciplinary charges or in mitigation of penalty
in a case of positive testing. Voluntary submission to
testing and admittance to a rehabilitation or treatment
program shall be considered in mitigation of such
penalty by the hearing officer.
. .(c) Other Disciplinary Charges.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article, an
employee may not elect to participate in the voluntary
rehabilitation program set forth in subsection (b)(1.)
where such employee may be subject to disciplinary
charges which do not result from positive testing.
Employees who are subject to disciplinary charges as
a result .of conduct other than positive testing pursuant
to this Article may not use positive testing for drugs as




Employees whose duties are performed in
workplaces which are accessible or visible to the
general public shall wear appropriate business attire.
For purposes of this Article, the term "appropriate
business attire" shall be defined as follows:
(a) for male employees: business'
suit, dress shirt and tie; or sports coat
with coordinated shirt, trousers (jeans not
acceptable) and tie;
(b) for female employees:.a dress; or
skirt with coordinated
blouse/sweater/dress shirt; or slacks
(jeans' not acceptable) with coordinated.
blouse/sweater/dress shirt; and, at the
employee's option, a jacket; and
(c) business shoes.
The application of this provision shall be subject
to the grievance procedure. The provisions of this
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section maybe waived in the eventthe provisions of
Section 9.17 of this Agreement become applicable.
ARTICLE 35
TITLE 5T ANDARD5
Effective as soon as practicable after the
execution of this Agreement the UCS shall provide to
the Union two complete copies of the title standards as
promulgated by the Unified Court System. The UCS will
provide amendments to the title standards to the Union
as soon as practicable after promulgation.
ARTICLE 36
SEVERABIliTY
In the event that any portion of this Agreement is
found to be invalid by a tribunal of competent
jurisdiction, then such provision shall be of no force and
effect, but the remainder of this Agreement shall
continue in full force and effect. Upon the issuance of
such decision, then either party shall have the right
immediately to reopen negotiations with respect to a




CONCLUSION OF COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS
This Agreement is the entire Agreement between
the UCS and the Union, terminates all prior agreements
and understandings and concludes all collective
negotiations during its term. During the term of this
Agreement, neither party will unilaterally seek to modify
its terms through legislation or any other means. The
parties agree to support jointly any legislation or
administrative action necessary to implement the
provisions of this Agreement. The parties acknowledge
that, except as otherwise expressly provided herein. the
Union waives any rights to further negotiations during
th~ term of this Agreement inasmuch as the parties
have fully negotiated with respect to the terms and
conditions of employment and have settled them for the
term of this Agreement in accordance with the
provisions thereof.
ARTICLE 38
APPROVAL OF THE LEGISLATUR"E
"
IT IS AGREED BY. AND BETWEEN THE
PARTIES THAT ANY" PROVISION OF THIS
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AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF
LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE





Where the Rules of the Chief Judge and Chief
Administrative Judge and the Agreement conflict, the
provisions of this Agreement shall prevail.
ARTICLE 40
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
The term of. this Agreement shall be from
April 2, 1999 to March 31, 2003.
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represcntallves on June 30. 2000,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. \he paniCS herelo have caused this A,reemenl 10 be sillned by thell
STATE OF NEW YORK.
UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM
~. {JJdl.




















JOB TITLES OR POSITIONS INCLUDED IN
THE STATE JUDICIARY NEGOTIATING
UNIT'







Administrative Services Clerk PT
Administrative Services Clerk. JG-20
Administrative Stenographer, Court of Appeals
Administrative Stenographer, Court of Claims
Administrative Typist, Court of Appeals .
Adoptions Examiner
Appellate Court Assistant
Appellate Court Assistant I
,Except any employee whose position has been or is
determined to be managerial or confidential by the New York
State Public Employment Relations Board, and employees
whose exclusion from the unit has been stipulated to, in
writing, by the Parties.
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Appellate Court Assistant II
Appellate Court Attorney
Appellate Court Attorney- COMP
Appellate Court Clerk
Appellate Court Clerk-
Appellate Court Clerk- COMP
Appellate Law Research Assistant
Appellate Law Stenographer
Appellate Law Stenographer- NS
Appellate Law Typist




Assistant Appellate Court Attorney
Assistant Associate Computer Systems Analyst-
Assistant Attorney
Assistant Building Superintendent
Assistant Consultation Clerk, Court of Appeals
Assistant Court Analyst
Assistant Court Clerk
Assistant Court Clerk- JG-16
Assistant Court Clerk- JG-17
Assistant Data Processing Manager
Assistant Data Processing Operations Manager
Assistant Deputy Clerk-
Assistant Deputy Clerk of Court-Appellate Division
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Assistant Deputy Chief Appellate Court Attorney,
1st Dept.
.
Assistant Deputy Chief Appellate Court Attorney,
2nd Dept.
Assistant Executive Secretary
Assistant Judicial Benefits Administrator
Assistant Legal Editor
Assistant Local Area Network Administrator
Assistant MHLS Attorney




Assistant Secretary to Chief Judge
Assistant State Reporter
Assistant Supervisor Centralized Printing
Assistant Surrogate's Court Clerk* JG-16
Associate Appellate Court Clerk
Associate Attorney
Associate Computer Applications Programmer
Associate Computer Systems Analyst
Associate Computer Systems Analyst*
Associate Computer Systems Programmer
Associate Court Attorney
Associate Court Attorney (Trial Part)
Associate Court Attorney (Trial Part) PT
Associate Court Attorney (Trial Part) to Acting Justice
Associate Court Clerk
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Associate Court Clerk* JG-26
Associate Law Clerk to Appellate Division Justice
Associate Law Clerk to Judge
Associate Local Area Network Administrator
Associate MHLS Attorney
Associate Network Technologist






Chief Appellate Court Attorney- 1st Dept.
Chief Appellate Court Attorney - 2nd Dept.
Chief Appellate Court Attorney - 3rd Dept.
Chief Appellate Court Attorney - 4th Dept.
Chief Attorney
Chief Attorney, Grievance Committee, 1st Dept.
Chief Computer Operator
Chief Counsel* NS
Chief Court Attendant, Appellate Division
Chief Court Attorney
Chief Court Attorney, Court of Appeals
Chief Court Attorney, Appellate Term, 2nd Dept.
Chief Legal Editor
Chief Management Analyst
Chief Mental Hygiene Legal Service Attorney
Chief Motion Clerk Appellate Div, 3rd Dept.
]6]
Chief Officer*
Chief Offset Printing Machine Operator









Clerical Assistant, Court of Appeals
Computer Applications Programmer
Computer Applications Programmer Trainee
Computer Operator'
Computer Systems Analyst
Computer Systems Analyst Trainee
Computer Systems Programmer
Consultation Clerk, Court of Appeals
Consultation Clerk, Appellate Division, 4th Dept.




Confidential Attendant* NCOM JG-1 0
Confidential Clerk* JG-23
Confidential Clerk* JG-25











Court Attendant JG8 NC-
Court Attendant- NS, except in Rockland County
Court Attendant, Appellate Division





Court Attorney-Trial Part (SPLT)
Court Attorney-Trial Part PT
Court Attorney (Trial Part) to Acting Justice
Court Attorney (Trial Part) to Acting Justice PT













Court Officer, Court of Appeals
Court Officer Sergeant.













. Data Entry Control Clerk
Data Entry Supervisor
Data Processing Operations Manager
Deputy Assistant Consultation Clerk, Court of Appeals
Deputy Building Superintendent
Deputy Chief Appellate Court Attorney, 1st Dept.
Deputy Chief Appellate Court Attorney, 2nd Dept.
Deputy Chief Appellate Court Attorney, 3rd Dept.
Deputy Chief Attorney
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Deputy Chief Clerk I












Executive Assistant, Appellate Division
Family Court Hearing Examiner
Family Court Hearing Examiner Assistant
Family Court Hearing Examiner Assistant PT
File Clerk
First Assistant Building Superintendent
Graphics and Desktop Publishing Specialist
Graphics Design Specialist
Grievance Examiner





Junior Court Anal~st (Hourly)
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Law Assistant I- NS
Law Assistant- NS
Law Clerk to Appellate Division Justice
Law Clerk to Chief Judge
Law Clerk to Judge
Law Clerk to Judge (SPL T)
Law Clerk to Judge PT
Law Clerk to Justice





Law Librarian I- JG-18
Law Librarian I- JG-21
Law Librarian I- JG-21 PT
Law Librarian, Court of Appeals
Law Library Assistant
Law Library Clerk
Law Library Clerk PT
Law Reporting Assistant
Law Reporting Typist
Law Research Aide (Hrly)
Law Stenographer
Law Student.







'Library Assistant, Court of Appeals
Library Technical Assistant




Mental Health Information Assistant*
Mental Health Information Officer
Mental Hygiene Legal Service Attorney
Mental Hygiene Information Service Program'
Attorney PT
Messenger*




















Principal Administrative Services Clerk
Principal Appellate Court Attorney
Principal Appellate Court Clerk
Principal Appellate Court Clerk*
Principal Appellate Office Assistant
Principal Appellate Office Stenographer
Principal Appellate Office Typist
Principal Attorney
Principal Computer Applications Programmer
Principal Computer Operator
Principal Computer Systems Analyst
Principal Computer Systems Programmer
Principal Court Analyst
Principal Court Attorney
Principal Court Attorney Court of Appeals




Principal Data Entry Clerk
Principal Information Technology Analyst
Principal Law Assistant (Trial Part) to Acting Justice
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Principal Law Clerk to Appellate Division Justice
Principal Law Clerk to Judge
Principal Law Clerk to Judge PT-
Principal Law Librarian
Principal Law Librarian-
Principal Local Area Network Administrator
Principal Management Analyst
Principal Mental Health Information Officer
Principal Mental Hygiene Legal Services Attorney
Principal Network Technologist
Principal Office Assistant
Principal Office Assistant- JG-16
Principal Office Assistant PT
Principal Office Assistant HSAP
Principal Office Stenographer
Principal Office Stenographer PT
Principal Office Typist
Principal Office Typist PT
Principal Offset Printing Machine Operator
Principal Offset Printing Machine Operator Specialist
Principal PC Analyst
Principal Secretary to Judge
Principal Stenographer - Court of Appeals
Principal Surrogate's Court Clerk
Principal Technical Support Analyst
Printer, Court of Appeals
Prisoner Applications: Clerk









Secretary to Acting Justice
Secretary to Appellate Division Justice
Secretary to Appellate Division Justice"
Secretary to Commissioner of Jurors (Clerk Court)*
Secretary to Committee on Character and Fitness
Secretary to the Court of Appeals
Secretary to the Court of Appeals Legal Research Staff
Secretary to Judge
Secretary to Judge" COMP
Secretary to Presiding Justice
Secretary to Presiding Justice"
Secretary to Supreme Court Justice





Senior Administrative Services Clerk
Senior Appellate Court Assistant
Senior Appellate Court Attorney
Senior Appellate Court Clerk
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Senior Appellate Court Clerk*
Senior Appellate Court Clerk* COMP
Senior Appellate Law Stenographer
Senior Appellate Office Assistant
Senior Appellate Office Stenographer
Senior Appellate Office Typist
Senior Assistant Building Superintendent
Senior Associate Computer Applications Programmer
Senior Attorney
Senior Clerical Assistant, Court of Appeals
Senior Computer Applications Programmer
Senior Computer Operator
Senior Computer Systems Analyst
Senior. Computer Systems Analyst PT
Senior Computer Systems Programmer
Senior Counsel
Senior Court Analyst
Senior Court Analyst PT
Senior Court Attendant, Appellate Division
Senior Court Attorney
Senior Court Attorney (Trial Part) to Acting Justice
Senior Court Attorney to Court of Appeals




Senior Court Officer* JG-21
Senior Court Reporter
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Senior Court Reporter PT
Senior Custodial Aide
Senior Database Programmer
Senior Data Communications Analyst
Senior Data Entry Clerk
Senior Data Entry Supervisor
Senior Deputy Chief Court Attorney, Court of Appeals
Senior Education and Training Coordinator
Senior Law Clerk to Appellate Division Justice




Senior Law Library Clerk
Senior Law Library Clerk"
Senior Legal Editor
Senior Local Area Network Administrator
Senior Management Analyst
Senior Mental Health Information Officer
Senior MHLS Attorney
Senior MHLS Attorney PT
Senior Network Technologist
Senior Office Assistant
Senior Office Assistant PT
Senior Office Assistant HSAP
Senior Office Stenographer
Senior Office Stenographer PT
Senior Office Typist
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Senior Office Typist PT
Senior Office Typist HSAP
Senior Office Assistant
Senior Office Assistant JG-09
Senior Office Assistant- (HSAP) JG-09
Senior Office Assistant- JG-13
Senior Office Assistant- JG-16
Senior Office Stenographer
Senior Office Stenographer PT
Senior Office Typist
Senior Office Typist-
Senior Offset Printing Machine Operator
Senior PC Analyst
Senior Personnel Analyst
Senior Secretary to Judge
Senior Secretary to Judge- COMP
Senior Services Aide
Senior Stenographer-
Senior Stenographer Court of Appeals
















Supervising Court Attendant, Court of Appeals
Supervising Custodial Assistant" NS
Supervisor, Centralized Courier
Supervisor of Decision Department, Appellate Division,
1st Department
.
. Supervisor of Decision Department, Appellate Division,
2nd Department
Supervisor of Decision Department, Appellate Division,
3rd Department
Supervisor of District Printing Operations
Supervisor Intake"
Supervisor, Mail, Supply and Duplication
Supervisor, Printing, Mail and Supply Unit
Surrogate Court Clerk
Surrogate Court Clerk 11*
Surrogate Court Clerk HSAP
Technical Service Manager







PERFOIUIANCE EVALUAnON REVIEW PANEL
In DcconSancc widl Section 7.6(1) of Ihe 1991.95 colleai¥e blrpinin,
.,reemenl ("Agteeaten" berwcen Ihe SllIe of New York. Unified Ccun SYSIem
rues, Ind Ihe Civil Service Emp~ AsSOCiaiion.Ine.. Local 1000. Af'SOfE.
Af'L.CIO rCSr:.A"). Ihe Performlnce I!valualion Review Pinel ("Paner) eSllblishcd
by Seclion 7.6(c) of Ihe Aareemen,,' hereby resolves procedures relatiri, to the fDlmS,
frequency IInd appeals process of I performance eYlIUliion syslem Ipplicable to
CSEA.represenied cmplo7ces IS follows:
I. E\I'IluallOn forms for lilies represenled by CSEA shall follow the lenelll
'
format of the evaluation form for Ihe coun clerk lille series IlIldIed herelo U
Appendix A.
7. The evalualor Ind empto,ce shall hne I mrrlin, It the be;iMinl of lhe
annual evalualion period It whieh time they shill discuss the tub on whicll the
employee will be evaluated. The evaluator shan indicalC such tasb on the evaluation
form.
3. At midpoint 01 the evalultion period. the evlluator Ind the emplO)'ee
shaU meet to useu the employee's performance Ind prepare I dndoprMnt plan
idenllfying objtelMs to be lehic¥ed :lndlor dewlopment Ictivities 10 be undenlken
durinlthe neat. evaluation Klrnen!.
4. After tlucc months and nine IIIOnths of the IMual evalualion period.thc
evalualor and employee shsll meet lO:lUCSS the rmplo7ce's performance if eilher lhe
'evaluator or em~ requesll sud! lDCCtina. AcIdirioIIaIinfonnal rniewI are
encourlSCd.
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5. AI the end of Ihe Innull eYllu'lion period. Ihe _IUllar Ind empl.e
shill hive I meellnl II which Ihe e¥Dlullor presenll hillnnu.1 final wrillen CYlIUllion
01 Ihe employee lor discuuion. II. as I result 01 such discussion. Ihe CYlIUIIOf decides
10 reYlsehis Innual finll wrillen evalullion, Ihe evaluator Ind employee .hlll meel
IgI.n 10 discuss Ihe revision.
6. Each empo,ce shall hne Ihe righl 10 prepare I written response 10
hislhcr annual final wrillen evalualion, which shill be aillched physic:aJJyto luch
evalu'llon and all copies 01 il.
7. Any emplo)u whose overall performlnee In an :lnnUlI finll wrinen
evalul,ion is raled .unsalisfactory. shall receive I "Tillen Stalemenl wilh such
eYlIUllion which advila him/her 01 Ihe righl 10 Ippcal the CYlIUllian. dClUibea the
lime limil lor doing 10. prowicIcl an Ippcll form and gives notice of lhe "&htlo CDnllct
I CSEA Local Presldcllt or representalive or CSEA'I Depanment or Conuact
AdminiSlrluon II CSEA Headquanen (1.800-342"'146). Copic:8 01 the written
sillemeni and Ippeal form referred 10 in Ihis plrlgrlph arc attached u Appendices
B Ind C.
8. The Performance Evalullian Review P.nelrcfemd 10 in Section 7.6(e)
of the Agreemenl shill acknowledge receipl of each Ippcal in writin.. & ~
AppcndiJ D. The Pand wll hold a review meering wilhin ren worki"l dl)'l of receipr
of In Ippul or II _ thereafler :II plleticable.
9. If the Pand decides 10 hear oral argument or willlCSlCl, the appealing
employce. Jnd . CSEA representalive (olher Ihan Ihe CSEA represenillive on Ihe
Panel) al the appcatial cmpo,cc's opion. shill be al~ 10 allend the Panel
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meeung lit which aucb oral argumenl or wilncueu are heard. An appealins empJo,ce
who IlIcnda auch meellns al\aU be grnnlcd lime ocr froID warls. including U'8YCllimc.
for luch purpose Wllhoul cl\argc 10 Icove credils. Thc appealing elDp~e aII81l DOl
be eli!J1blc for empl~'Ce organlZallon Icove to prcporc for ollendance III II Pane'
meeling. Neilhcr Ihe oppeollng cmployec nor a CSEA rcprescntolive who is a UC:S
employee Iholl be eligible 10 rcquesl UC:S travel cllpCnse rcimbuncmenl to allcnd
IUch mcellng.
10. The Poncllh:lll issuc :I wnllcn dccision no latcr lhan Icn workinS days
oftcr thc closc of ils re.,cw or as soon thcre:lftcr as proclicublc. If thc Pancl austalns
on appeal. Ihc c\'llluIIIIOft shall bc rClurncd 10 thc evalualor for rcconsiclCl1l1l0n
COIIIIDlcnl with Ihc Posnel's deCisiOn. and a reviscd evaluation which WIJ Indicale an
ovcrull rallng othcr thon 'unsallsfaclory" sholl be aiven 10lhe emp~ for uilJllllrure
11M pbcemenl in hiSl'hcr penonncl file no IDler than 30 ulencSar doyu afler Ihe PInel's
clcasion.
II. If on employee'l incremenl or longevity increase WIlD1101psiclu a raull
of :In "unsallsfllclory" r:llln!l IInd the Poncl SUSIOlns hislhcr appeal. Ihe cmpJo,.ee's
salary (including relfoanM paymcnt. If IIny) shall be adjusled 10 Include Ihe incremcnl
or IongeYII~ .ncrcoIC no IDlcr Ihan rwo pay periods aftcr Ihe Panel has rendered .ilS
dcnsion or :ss soon Ihcrc:afler :ss proclialblc.
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12. CSEA shaU receive In InnUlI brukdown 01 final oweraUpcrfDmllncc
rllinp by jo~ "itlc end octinS ClteSOry by CSEA ncsodltlnl UIIiL
By:






Court Auistanl Allocial' Court CIe,. Surrogat". CouIt CII,.
Court cr,t1I PllncIpa/ eoun Cllt1I S'nior SUlT09at", Court Clertl
SenIOr Coun Clet1l Coun CllrkoSpeclaUst AslOdat. Surr09a,.'. Court CI8t1I
















EVALUATOR'S NAME AND TiTle
COURT AND COURT LOCATION
DATE OF EVAlUATION
REVIEW SESSION NUM8F.R 1 2 3 . 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
,Qd8 ... 'n_ _.. .. ,..,
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Current Performance Pnot Per10rmancl T011/10





SECT10N I: ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY
PUNCTUAUTY' Lale,.88 I' defined II nol being It the wor1<'tillon lithedellQnll.a hour II \tie IleQIMIIIQat \tie wor1<Clayand In_
the lunch hour.
ATTENDANCE Arry unauthOtlzed Ibsence Is mnsid.r8CI unalllltictory,
.
ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY RECORD
COMMENTS
SECT10N II: RAT1NO WORK ACnvrnES
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TO BE COMPUTED BY T1fE EMPLOYEE
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YOUI overall job perform.nce for the .nnual performlnce e\'llualion period
hu been filed 'UllSltistlClory".
YOII have Ihe righl 10 IppcellUCh IIlina 10 1 Ihree-member pinel csllblishcd
under Seclion 7.6(c) of Ihe 1991.95 CSEA AarcemenL Sudllppc81 mUSI be mlde on the
IIlIlIChed form wilhin len VIOI'lUnl dlY' 01 reccip& dille IMIII! rlllll MiIiCII C\'IllIIbaa in
_hid! your _IIU performance is riled "lIftlllil(eaory". To CIIIUnI proof 01 1 liIncJy
AI'f'C'I, ilillfcommended thlllhc Ippell be sent brccnjflClllDli~ relum teCICIpI requawS.
You have the righllo COnlltl ,our <:sEA Local Presidenl or reprCICIIlltiwc.
or CSEA's Dcranmcnl of ConUlct Administlliion 81CSEA Headquanen (I.aoo.)42~146)







Performance Evolunllon R~ Panel
Suue of New Yorh.Unified Coun Syslem
Allency Building 4. 10th F100r
Emprre Suue Plow




I AppeAl my job perlormonee rOlin(J 01 IIDled in BCCIion III of my Frfonnnnec appraisal
lIalcd 0l1li lubmillhc follomn(J rcbullollo Ihose S101cmcniL
(CopICS 01 documents relevonllO yolll rcbulloisloicmenis m~y be Oppcnckd.)
DATE SIGNATURE OF APPELLANT
188.
,urOUIAllCll Et'ALlJAnON IfEI'fEW 'ANEL
STAR 0'
New FOU.UNIFIUJ COUIT MTEM
AGUiCt' 'UllJJlNG 4, laTH 'Lool!
/Ulna STAR PLAZA






Re: Performance EvaluatiOn Appell'
'111m W,II aaltnowledse receipt 01 )'Our appea' rrom )'Our O\'erlll job performance
r.ting nr "unlallaf.aory",
The perrormance cvalu.tioa rewiew pane' wiD rCYiew)'OU7 appeal'nd iuue iu writren
~inn loon,
"
Ihe pinel delCf1llI11CS rhat additional inrOllll8l1on. oral .FlUment or
''''rnellCJ are ncca.ury 10 decide your appeDI. you
""II be notified.
Sinecrdy.
Performance E\'tIluarion Revicw PRnel
189
~~HIf~ 151Yea. 2nd Yea. Jrd Yea. 14th YOZ>f 5th Year 6th Year Ma..mum 151
~~'!Y. 2nd !:~~~JG. 50 I 836 - 14-.ill 15.368 18.204 11 040 17.978 19.712 19.~8 20 384 21.120
JG.502 979 14.214 15093 15.972 16.951 11.730 19.609 19.499 20.367 21246 2[1E'




~~~!!11.597 19.553 19.519 20.485 21.451 22.411- ---n.383
--Ui22
----'6.391 \7413 19.435 19.457 2O.4;S 21.501 22.523 -ZU45 !- 24 56; -15 5iiii
JG.506 1062 11 370 18.432 19.494 20.556 21.818 22.680 23.742 24.804 25 866
-u.92S'
JG.507 ;:108 ~408 19.514 20.822 21.7 30 22.838 23.e<l6 25.~ 28.162 - -212;0 ~S.31S
JG.509 1.t53 19.502 20.655 21.G08 22.881 24.114 25.267 28.420 27.573 28.728 29.879
JG.509 UII 20.825 21.838 23.047 24.258 25.469 28.680 27,991 29.102 30.313 '~.524
JG.510 1.264 21.877 23.141 24,405 25.669 28.933 29,197 29.461 30.725 31.989 33.253
JG.511 \.323 23,223 24.~9 25.1139 27.192 29.515 29.938 3t.181 32,494 33.907 ~.130
JG.512 1.374 24.1U4 28,01)3 27.382 29.759 30,1111 31.504 32.979 34.25f
~~~37.000
JG.513 1.439 26,129 21.597 29.01)3 311,445 31.004 33.323 34.782 38:201' 37.640 _~9.079
JG.514 1.499 27,743 29 242 30.741 ]2,240 33.739 35.238 38.737 38.236 39.735 41.234
JG:5i5 --1:562 f-29.419 311.981 32.543 34.105 35,667 37.229 38.791 40.353 ~915 ---'4) 41;
JG.516 1.638 31.t 22 32.180 34.399 38.038 37.674 39.312 40,950 42 598 44.226 -~5 864
JG.517 1.722 32.925 34,647 38.359 38,091 39.913 41.535 43.257 44.979 ~;oi -- 48423
JG.519 1.804 34.979 38.693 38.487 40.291 42.095 43,999
~~03 47.507 49.311' -51Tt5
JG.519 US; 36.942 38,729 40.616 42.503 44 .J1!II 46.21f 49,184 50.051 5i,938 -5)825
JG.520 1.912
- :~ 40.772 42.144 ~. 46 698 48.660 . 50.632 ~~-~:~ 56~8JG.521 2,056 43:016 45.012 41.129 49,194 51.240 53.288. 57.408 '-'594&4
JG.522 2.150 43.223 45,373 47.523 49.613 51.623 ~~56,123 58.273 ~m -----a2 513
JG.523 -1m ~5.62ii 41.865 50,102 52.339 54 516 59.913 59,050 6110r -63 524 --- 65 161
~~4 2:321 49 179 50.499 52,920 55.14\ 57.462 ~,183 82104 64.42S --'66'146 -- 69061
-2.422
~~.9495),311 55,793 58.215 60 637 ~~f--.__._- ---;0 325 -----12141JG.525 63.059 67903
JG.526 2524 53.736
~:~ ~:










70.772 73.419 16.184 18.890 '-8"596 --- 54 Jiii
JG.529
-28'i'2 ~:2E 66,037 68.949 M.473 71.265 so 097 ~2:909--- as 12i -... - 8a 5jj
JG.530 2908 66.101 69.909 72517 75.425 79.333 91241 '94.149 87057 -89 965 ---'02m





~:!!!. 90.610 93.109 Q6,90S 99 901 93,006 96.105 ----gg204 -,02 303
-Hi5 18 666 91.861 95.056 98.251 91.448 94 64\ 97,936 10'-0)1 - i04 216 .- io; 42i
JG.534 3.293 93 015 Q6,J68 99.661 92.954 88.247 99,~0 1029JJ ~~126 \09 419 --ii2 ;i2
JG.535 3.383 97,624 91.007 94.390 91.773 101.156 104 539 101.922 111.305 ~14688 -'---'iiiio11'
JG.5J6 3.488 92,225 95.113 69.201 102.699 108.171 108.665 113.153 116.64\ 120.129 -i23611








MARCH 31, 1999 SALARY SCHEDULE
Gt ade InClement ~Rate l&tY~~ 2nd Ye.. ~~Yeal4th Yeal 5th Yeal 6Ih Year
~~~-.!!!.!:.~~~ ~,!~~~'!1JG,501 861 14108 14.116915,830' 18.691 11.552 -ii:iiJ '-19274 20.135 20.996 21.851






-'946 IS 401 16.353 11.299 ii.245 20.137 21.083 22 029 22 915 -23921
JG.504 995 16.125 ~120 18.115 19.110 ~105I
~~:::
.2!~ f-~~:~ 2406fi -250eO:if.~ - -. 053
-i688'- 11.934 18.987 20.040 21093 23.199 _ ~.305-26 JSjj
rJGiii6
-'.094 -U'89 I 18985 20,079 21.113 22.267 23.361 24,455 25'549 26.643 -21131iQ:507
-Uii -18960 20.101 '21242 22,383 23.524 24,665 25.806 28.941 -28088 C=-~:?~JG.508 1.198 20.085 21.273 22.481 23,649
~m-
~!l25 27.213 28.401 29 569 30711
JG.509 1.241 f-
21,241 22.494 23.741 24.1188 27.482 28.7211 29,916 ~;~~, -')2 410
IJG.510 1.302 22 533 ~25.137 26.439 27.741 29 043 30 345 31,647 32.949 ~,m
JG.511
-"363' -n.918 25.281 26.644 28 007 29.370 30.733 ».096 -n.459 ~- j6'185
~1.415 25.315 28.790 28,205 29,620 31.035 32,450 33 865
~1~' _ ~:695-'38110JG.513 ~2 26.914 28.396 29.878 31.360 32642 34.324 35.806 37.266 38,710 ~~.?~
~:m-





1.609 30,301 31.910 33.519 35. in 36.737 39.955 41.564' ~,113
~~~!~~.
JG.516 1.681'f--~~f
33.744 I 35.4J1 37.118 38.805 40,492 42,119' 43866 ~.~~ 41 240JG.511 1.774 35.685 37,459 39,233 41,007 42.181 44.555' 46329' 48,103 I--~ ~!!JG.518
~;~! 35927 37.785 39.643 41.501 ~~~,47.075 ~933 ~:~r 52649
JG.519 1.944 31 945 39.889 41833 43.177 45721 47665 49 609 51.553 53 491 ---55441
JG.520 2.031 39,966 41997 ~028 46,059
~f-~:;~;i-~]E. 54.183 -56:214 -58.245rom-
-"2 iiii ~~"2.m44.305' 46;~ -48:~i' 54.895 ~0i3 ~iE.--- '61.249jGt~ ~.2ir 44511 48,732 ~~~:162
-M:m.
55.592
~'~ f--~O?! 62231 --84mJG,523 ~.304
~~'
.
49 302 51.606 53,910 5i.Sii' 60,822 63.126 ~430 -'''61}3.4
~:~~rt--~'~~
52.012 ~~5679459185 81.518 63967 ~~! &6}i9 --'1140
~:495 ~.52.416'-s4i1i' 57.466 -59 9iii' 6f4~ 6i:m 61M8' 69941 ~~~~~---14931
~~W 2.600 55347
-itffi-
~547 63,147 65,747' ~:347 70.947 73.541 76,147 --'8m
,~ -2&88 ,=~m 63.891 &ii,ill' -69,267 71.955
.74,643 -----;r.J) I
--!Q.~~~ '--82101




-65 125 58.ill 7D.9 11
,
~.iiJ - 76.709 79605
'
~* ~391 ~-;~~~~~:m-2995 ~,704 71.699 ~:694 71.689 ~~83,619 89 669 -92'664
~.09ii ~,~, - 15.646 I 78.742 - 81.838 8ii 030 :}* ~'m ~!E~---- 100414
~m-
3192 76645
-~..!~!. I-!!~ 86.221 89,413
~~.:
98 989 102181 -.- 105m
---J 291 ,-- iii 025 ~,316 87.601 -90,898 94.ill 'iOOffi ~~-i01:m .--- i io644
JG.534 U92' -as'~ 88.958f-~35O 95.742 .~ 102,526.!~ -nn02 '-'li6094
:iG:m--
-3.485 -OO1sO ''93:135 97.220 100.705 104,1110 107.615 111.160 liUi5 -'118'130 ~~?i~~
JG.538 ~S9J 94.990' 98.583 102.178 105.769 lav.J62 112,955 118.548 ~123.134' 121.327
JG:lli- ~.686 '-100.'264 103.950 107.636 111.322 115,008 118.894 122.380 126.068 -119.m
-, IJj,4 j8













14531 -154io 16 305' --i7i92 ~il019' '1i.95] ~21.62
JG.5Oi- 932 --;5 085
~~~!!.16,~ 17.881 19.913 ~?45 20917 21609
~~~JG.5O)-




-n)93jG:505- f-Ui85 ~jj85 19.410 20.640 21.125 22910 ~980
t-it-~JG.SO& 1.12l 19421 19.554
~~21.1109 22.935 24.082 25.189 26 3ii
:X;:507 --em -19m 1--2O}Oii 21881
~.~
~.EI -25.400 28.Siii ~n5ii
~~JG-S08 1.224 20.698






134i ----umi 25.992 ~~~29.5141-"29.915 ~,2SQ-n'591
JG-511 ---niW
~c635. 29.039 27 443 29.941 30.251 J1955 33.059 ~463---35.86
JG-512 ':451 ~~~21.59729.054 JO.511 31 e3a ~~34.982 J9 ]39 311
JG.513 1.526 21.125 29.25'- JO.111 32.303 33.929 35.35S 39001
~~07 ~.93
JG-5~~ ~.~~ 29.436 ~~~:~. 34.208 35.128'I-~:: ~:~- 40.566 421







43.444 -45 18f f--4ii 92
JG-Si7' ---s4.930 .564 44.085 "4H92 -'47 7i9' ---49 54
JG-519 (914 31003
~~17 40.931 .42.145 _~ 659 46513 -''48:491 ~~.'~3i






~~51 ~~41.441_~!.533 51625 53117" 55 809 -5790
=..-
~i450 -49:9S& S4.J60 56 S42 --sa 724 -60-
~:~~~-
2.192 45.632 52.119
-net ~S:856 ~37 ~~~~!i1.69954.980 51.261 'S9 542 ~~~.
~_..-
64'JG.523- ~.m '-48'409 50:7ii2 53.155 -SU29 -57.201 60.214 -i2 647' 65 020 f-~?~2.463 -sfiOij' ~034_~.497
~.~
63.423 85986 ~---JG.524 53.571 69 349 7081
JG.525 -H1ii -s4.05ii 56:620 59.120 81.760 64.3JO 66.!IOO-'69.470- --n 040
~B~!
JG-526 2.679 57008 59.698




~~469 69.340 72211 ~:,082 71.953 80.824 93.695
JG-529 -i983 -67.078 10.OS1I 73.044' ~?6.02i 79.010 B1"993 '- 94.976 -ii7959
~~~~3085--70.765 7J.850 f-~:!~ ~93.105 98.1!1O 99 215 -i236ii
~.i89 -74126 17.9 Is" 91104
~.
~~80.671-93 ii6ii -97 049 - iiiii 23
JG.5J2 3.288 79.943 92.231 1-~5.Si9 88.901 92.095
1~*




-ii6:ii44 20.234 9J624 91014 103794 ,0; iii4 -i'i057
JG.534
-~~~
86.132 91.626 95120 98.614 102loa
~~:~
i09.098 11259ii -ii60s
JG.535 - 3.520 -"-B2.m -28.545 100.135 103.725 -i01.315' i14 495 ---.;a oss -- i2i-67
JG.536 3.701 97 939 101.540 1105.241 109.942
::~*
~~120.045 ~~121.44





























96 -J9253j 4i 459
56 -4j'j46
&8 --- - 48 iB



































































lnaement Hu!!'i! Rale Isl Year 2nd YeDl 3rd !!~! 4111YeDl 5Ih Yea!
919 15040 15.959 16976 11194 19112 19630
865 15611 16.516 11.541 19.508 19411 20436
10ii8 --,&:429 11.431 -19.445 -li.ffi 20.461 2':469
--']6i ~fl99 19.250 19.311 2O.m 21.433 22.494
UH - i7.994 iiiH 20.240 21.363 -22.496 23609
1.167 -19.0S9 20.136 21.403 22.570 23.137 24 eG4
-r21i ~. 2f432 22.649 23.964 25.0s0 26.m
1.261 21.409 22.919 23.e43 25210 26.471 21.144
--'.329 -n654 231163 25.312 2a.&41 21.970 29.299
1.300 24.022 25.410 26.100 29.11:3 29.514 !G.862
1.453 25499 26.952 29.405 29.959 31.311 32.164
1.509- 21.055 29_593 30.071 31.519 33.091 34.595
1.519 29.699 !G.279 31.957 33.m 35.015 33.5e4
1646 30 464 32.110 33.759 35.402 31.049 39.6e4
1.715 32.30S 34.020 15.135 31.450 39.165 4O.9bD
1.199 34.171 35.910 31.769 39.5611 41.391 43.165
199i J6ISi 39'044 39.935' 41.926 43.111 45.603
~]8f 39.299 40.290 42261 44.242 ea.223 49.204
-'2:072 ~ 455 42.527 44.599 48.671 -4B.1Q 50 815
2.165 42609 44.773 46.939 49.103 St.269 53433
-2259 -- 44:974 4"7132 49.4ii 51.146 -s,a'ooa -5ij'2ij4'
2361 -47 460 49.621 52.162 54.543" 5ieG4 59.265
--2456 - 50104 52.560 --55.01& 51.412 59926- aniii
2.549 52 899 55.446 51.991 60.546 63095 65.644
~'ii60 .- 55 942 58 602 61:262 6j.922 66.582 -69242
2112 59002 61 m - 64.546 61.319 70.ago. 72.962
2 866~n77 65:243 69.109 10.9iS -TI:ii41 16.701
2 912- ~ffi 68.793 71.165 74.131 71.109 90.691
3.061 ~ 429- 12.5iii 75 603' 79:680 91.111 64.964
3.193 --71242 76.435 19.629 92.921 96.014 Q9 201
330i --11.339' 90.640 -93941 9(242 SO'543-eJii44
3.403 61.107 65110 aa 513 91.916 95 319 eB.722
3.509 -86.313 '99:Ba2. -iin9' 86.900 100409 103919
3.616' STill e4.935 98.451 102.081 105:693 109.299
3.716 ~ 206 99 922" 103.639 107.354 111.070 114.100
3.931 101.261 105.092 106.923 112.754 116.595 120.416
3.930 rciiiaa3 '110.613 114.143 119.613 122.603 126.533
109.029
--
~~! Ma..nu~ hllong!!'!1 _l..."!!!..~~~
20549 21.466 22.384 23 302
21401 22.366 23.331 ~'29S
22411 2iill 2449j - is SOt
23.555 24616 25],7" -2& 730
24m 25.055 -2ime -2ii iiii
.011 21.236 -29405 -29572
21.512 ~129 ~944 -jl ISO
29.011 30.219 31.545 --32 812
!G.629 31 957 -n-2Bii 34 &is
32.350 33.139 35.128 ~ si4
34.217 35.610 ~:in -jjj siii
33.103 31.611 -nHii -40'627'
39.m 39.152 -"41.33r --42.9io
40.340 41.966 43.632 ~21ii
42.595 44.310 ~:ii25 --47"740
44.865 46.164 46.563. -sii j62
47.499 49.3110 --sT2iir --~Si. 112
SO.195 52.166 ~:i47 -'5ii:i28
52.997 54 959 -51 iiJi - 59 io)
55".S99 51163" --s992ii ---6209)
59 ill ~o 53 ojii --. 55 2"00
61 626 63.991 --s6::'i4ii -- 69709
&4940 an9ii - 69152 72 208 .
69.193 70.142 -n.291 -~ 840
11 902 -74562 -77.222 79 ii8i
15634 -70'406 Oi 178
_.
iij 950
19 51J -a2.ffl -95.:1ii5 8ii i7i
93.653 96 625 99 597 -- 92 569
91.951 -erii3s --04.125 -- 912i2
92.400' 95.593 -SS:;iiii --ioi 919
91.145 100:446 --'03"741 i01048
102125 105526 108:9)i . --iI2 jj.i
101421 '110936 ---'14:445 -- iii 9~
Ti2915 -.-rs.m ,2ii 147 - i 23 163
119.502 122216- -125:934 -- i29 650
124.241 129.079 131.1!09 -05140
1!G.463 134.393 oa:ill -- - i42 25j
----
APRIL 1, 2002 SALARY SCHEDULE
~~~~~
.§,!,~~i
.!~~ ~~ ~_S~!~ ~~~!~I .]~~.!~' _~~!!~I 5~.!~' Ji~~!!~; M~~~
. Istl~~ l.n_d..!~~~~
JG.501 950 15568 16518 17468 18418 19368 20318 21268 22.218 23168 24118
JG.502 999 ~6 156 17155" 18lS4 19 153 20:152" -2115, 22.150" 23 149 -m48 -2"5147
.iG503 -1043 --Ii 006 - 18049 19092 20.135 --21 i78 21m -23.264 -243Oi -2S.35O 76 j93
:iG-5(j4 - 1098 --Ii 192-'8890 199iiii 21086 - 22184 -H2s2 24.)80 254"18 ~6.516 -21614
jG:SOs""- i.162 --i8676 -i9l88 -20.950 .-22.ii2 -23214 ..24.436 25598 -76160 -»:922 --29084
JG-506 --'~2Oii - -. i9736 20.944 22152 23 J60 24.568 25.118 26984 28.i92 -.29 400 -30 6ii8
:iG501 --'-259
._-
20 921 -..2H80 -23ill 2469a. 2S951 --21.216 ""18"475 -29Ti4--W 993 .-)2 252
JG 506 1:311 -22 i6I 23412 24.163 26094 21.405 28m 30.021 ~j38 ~.649 --un Q6ij
JG5O!i- --'.316 --2)444 -24.820-26196 21.S12 -U.94e -30.324 J1700 -33076 ..-34452 --35828
JG 510 1.431 24 660 26291 21.134 29.171 30 606 32045 3J.482 -34:919 -~.356 -)7.193
JG:5i\_.
~:504 -25391 21 m 29.199. 30 903 -31 401 33_911 3S415 -36919 -38423 --39927
JG.512 ~.56i. --28001 -29.562 31.123 32684 34245 35_806. W367 ~928 -40-489 -42050
JG-5i)" ~6J4 -29106 31_340 32914 34606 .36242 -W816 J9 SIO ~i44 -42.778 --.44 4i2jGsi4 1.104 -31.528 JJ.232 34936 -36640 J8 344 - 40048 41752" 43.456 ~S:160 -4"6864
Jirsis- --- i.71s --- 3) 4]6. -.35.2ii - 36.986 -38.1&i -40.S)6 42 311 ..« 0s6 - 45.66i -41.636 -49.411
JG.516 1862 -"]5 361 Jf:m 39091 40953 .42:815 44 m 4"6539 4e4Oi 50 263 --52:125
JG.5i1-'.951 - 31420 39.371 4i:3J4" -4].291 -4524ii -4"1.20s 49:162 51119 -.53076 ---S5033
JG 518 2.050 39642 41692 43.142- 4"5)92 47642 -49.892 -51.942 53992 -56.042 -58:092
JGsi9" .- -2 145 --41 ii6s 44.013 4iilSii -48303 -50 44ii -52:593 -54138 ---s6ii8j sg 028 -- 61:m
JG.520- -"2.241 --«098. 46:339 4i.5iiO 5iim 53062. 55.303 5f544 -59.185. -62026 -5:4 261
jG:521 - ~ m ..
-46 549 48888 5I:ll -53560 5S 897 58.234 60 511 62.908 -65245. -- 61 582
JG.522-- -2444 -49119. 51.563 54.001 56:451 58895 61.339 63)83 66.227- ~:611 -7\ li5
JG:s23 - --- 2 542 - 51.858 -54400 """56942 59.484" 52.026 -64568
..
67.110 ~552 --12194 -- - 14736
JG S24 i63ii -54"152 51.390 60.026 6i666 6S:J04 61.942 10580 n2iii YS.856---78:494jGill-. --2.153 -- siOOi -60.654 -63401. 66.160 -6ii:m -TI.666 "14:419 -mn -.19925 -8287ii
JG.526 -2:669. -- 51 068 63931 66:806 69.615. 12544 15.413 18.282 81.15i -84.020 - ii6 iiii9
JG:S21-- 2:966 -- 64 563 61.529 10.4"95. 1346i -16 421- 19.393 -82 359 85325 -iiii 291 --- 9i m
JG 528- ~ 016 -.58 ill .7TIOi. 14ill 17.353 80429 -83.505 66.5iii _.89:651 -92133 --S5809
JG529.. ---iI9S---11860 -15.055 78250 -8144S --8464a 81.8JS -91030. --94"225 -91420 .-i00615
JG530 3J05 - 75804 19.109824i4 85119 -89024 92.]29 -95634. 98.939 --'02244 --i05549
j6-53'- .-im 80043 -.83460 -86.m .90.294 -9371i -9112ii 100545 103.962 -j01319 --.110796jG.5U-- -J 522 -- 84 568 88.090 9f.612 95.134.9jj 656- loii7ii 105.700- 109222 ---ri"2744 ---iI6266
jG.53] -3632 -- 89395 -93.021 -.96.659 100291 103.923 Wf555 "iii:iii1 1\48i9 -'18451 --- i22iiii)
JG:S34 fl43 --94409 98.152 101.895 105638 109381 113.124 116661 120610 -'"24.35) --;28098jG.S35 ~:848 --."99 514103420 -101.266 111.112 Ii4 956 119.004 -122.650 126.496 130"342 -j"]4 iilii
JGS~ -sB85 -104806 109.111 I1f.73ii 1i8.101 120.666 -124.931 129596 132.561 -,38:526 --140491
JG 5J7 .-4.068 --iio.621 -114.669 119.157 122925 126.993 130.981 135.029 139.09'- 143.165 -'472j3
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